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A novel approach to optical pulse shaping and arbitrary waveform generation 
(OAWG) using time-domain spectral shaping (TDSS) in negative and positive dispersion 
in commercial optical fibers has been proposed and evaluated.  In order to study the pulse 
shaping capability of this OAWG system, mathematical analysis was used to determine 
expressions for the expected output waveform under certain assumptions.  Then, Matlab 
code was developed to model the propagation of an optical signal through a fiber with 
arbitrary characteristics as well as optical modulation using an electro-optic modulator.  
The code was first benchmarked to several well-known theoretical systems to ensure that 
it produced accurate results, and then it was used to examine the ability of this novel 
OAWG approach to generate different waveforms under various conditions.  The results 
of numerous simulations are presented and used to qualitatively examine the ability of 
this system to perform OAWG in a real-world setting. 
Based on the results of simulations, mathematical modeling, as well as previous 
research in this area, it was determined that higher-order fiber dispersion could be a 
limitation to the time-bandwidth product and pulse shaping fidelity of this pulse shaping 
method.  Additional dispersion compensation techniques were devised to help overcome 
these limitations such as the use of multiple dispersion-compensating fibers and spectral 
phase modulation.  An OAWG system employing these techniques was also simulated 
using the developed Matlab code.  Using these results, the possibility and feasibility of 
employing this system in various pulse shaping applications such as optical 
communications, are discussed and analyzed.  Limitations of the system are also 
investigated, and methods to improve the system for future applications are suggested. 
The thesis is organized as follows.  Chapter 1 provides a brief discussion of the 
applications for pulse shaping and describes some of the potential advantages of using an 
 xiii 
all-fiber OAWG system.  Chapter 2 compares some of the different pulse shaping 
approaches currently being researched including the one presented in this thesis.  Chapter 
3 gives a theoretical investigation and some mathematical insight of the equations 
governing pulse shaping using optical fibers and electro-optic modulation.  Chapter 4 
shows simulation results obtained by Matlab simulation of the OAWG system, and 
Chapter 5 presents some experimental results.  Finally, the thesis concludes with Chapter 
6, which briefly looks at some of the main applications that can benefit from this pulse 
shaping method as well as its limitations, advantages, possible improvements and future 






Motivation for arbitrary waveform generation 
 Pulse shaping and arbitrary waveform generation have been in great demand for a 
variety of engineering and scientific applications.  In radar, signal processing, 
communications, and control applications, the ability to customize a signal is beneficial 
since an input signal can be optimized for better system performance as well as specified 
to simulate an arbitrary real-world signal.  The focus on optical arbitrary waveform 
generation (OAWG) and pulse shaping in recent years has been due to the capability of 
using photonics techniques that have a greater potential to generate complex high-
frequency waveforms than current electronic techniques that can currently only generate 
arbitrary signals up to 5GHz. [1] This results from the fact that these electronic techniques 
have to rely on electronic circuits to produce arbitrary waveforms, and these circuits 
suffer from inherent speed and bandwidth limitations.   
 The use of effective photonics techniques in pulse shaping and OAWG systems 
have been made possible mainly because of the development of low-cost turn-key high-
powered femtosecond lasers.  Femtosecond lasers currently serve as the best means of 
generating pulses of very short duration and hence high spectral bandwidth.  At this time, 
lasers capable of generating down to six femtosecond or shorter pulses are commercially 
available.  Using these femtosecond sources, a variety of pulse shaping techniques can be 
used to synthesize complicated ultrafast optical waveforms. The fact that waveforms of 
even shorter duration and increasing complexity can be created is very promising to and 
can be useful for a good number of fields such as those mentioned above as well as 
specific chemical and biological applications, nonlinear optics, imaging, control of 
molecular and atomic processes, quantum control, and spectroscopy. [2]   
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 However, there can be different design constraints and required characteristics for 
an OAWG solution depending on the system for which it is going to be used.  For 
instance, consider using pulse shaping to convert all incoming optical femtosecond pulses 
into a square pulse for improving the switching characteristics of a fiber nonlinear 
coupler[3] (for use as an optical switch) employed in a bulk optical receiver.  In such an 
application, excellent control of the output features must be exercised to ensure that the 
waveform is as a close to a square pulse as possible, but the ability to reconfigure the 
pulse shaping apparatus is unnecessary since the same optical signal is desired.  On the 
other hand, suppose pulse shaping is needed to generate short pulse optical packets at a 
gigabit per second data rate in a future high-speed optical network. [4]  Reconfigurability 
(the speed at which the output waveform could be changed) would then become a huge 
issue, as optical packets would need to be updated at frequencies in the gigahertz range. 
  
Techniques for pulse shaping and arbitrary waveform generation 
 Because of the wide range of areas that can benefit from arbitrary waveform 
generation technologies, there has been a huge amount of research to develop different 
femtosecond pulse shaping and OAWG techniques using femtosecond lasers.  These 
techniques are usually Fourier-based and dependent on modulation of the broad spectrum 
of an ultrashort pulse, although alternative methods do exist.  The most commonly used 
Fourier-based approach for pulse shaping uses a pair of diffraction grating and lens 
apparatuses and a spatial mask or a spatial light modulator (SLM) to perform parallel 
modulation on the spectrum of the pulse. [5]  This system can allow for high resolution 
and excellent spectral phase and amplitude manipulation to generate very complex 
waveforms, but because of the slow response of materials used as a SLM, the refresh rate 
of the output waveform is limited to at the very most to 1 MHz.  Due to the fact that it is 
a free-space arrangement, it requires alignment and would not be so easily incorporated 
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into fiber-optic systems (resulting from the difficulty in coupling the shaped waveform 
back into fiber) nor integrated onto a compact chip-scale device with waveguide 
elements.  Also, increasing the pulse shaping complexity (the number of independent 
controllable features that can be placed in the output waveform) and time-bandwidth 
product (TBWP) would require a nontrivial increase in the physical size of the SLM, 
whereas would increasing the maximum temporal window would require an increase in 
the complexity and spatial resolution of the SLM.  Some more recent proposed OAWG 
architectures have used arrayed waveguide gratings[6] combined with an array of 
modulators[7] to overcome the problems of free-space alignment, fiber coupling, and 
integration.  However, the time-bandwidth product of a system employing these types of 
gratings still depends on the number of arrayed waveguide channels and affects the 
resolution of the spatial filter that performs the pulse shaping.   
 There are other OAWG techniques that utilize acousto-optic filters[8], tapped 
delay-line waveguide filters[9], or other linear filtering mechanisms.  Acousto-optic filters 
can be programmable, have high resolution, and be reasonably compact, but there are 
limits on the spectral control and complexity.  Tapped delay-line waveguide filters can 
also be programmable, but improved system complexity results in an increase in 
waveguide taps and phase shifters and requires phase stabilization for a higher number of 
delayed pulses.[2]    
Fiber-based pulse shaping techniques 
 When considering OAWG and pulse shaping for the purposes of optical 
communications and networks, it is advantageous to use a technology that is compatible 
with fiber systems.  For various optical communications applications, it also is beneficial 
to have an OAWG system that has a very fast waveform refresh rate (or 
reconfigurability) comparable to the anticipated data rates of future high-speed optical 
systems, has a high resolution and a high time-bandwidth product (TBWP), can be 
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compact, and use a simple scheme.  This has precipitated the development of OAWG 
systems that use commercial optical fiber[10] or a chirped fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [11] as 
a dispersive element instead of a diffraction or arrayed waveguide grating.  There are 
different variations of these types of systems, but in all of these systems, an optical signal 
with a broad spectrum (almost always a femtosecond pulse) is propagated through an 
optical fiber or a chirped FBG.  The chromatic dispersion of the optical fiber or chirped 
FBG spreads the spectral components of the input signal in time.  Pulse shaping or 
OAWG can then be achieved by serial modulation in the time domain to alter the 
spectrum of the pulse by applying an arbitrary RF (radio frequency) signal single electro-
optic phase and/or amplitude modulator as opposed to parallel modulation in the spatial 
domain using an SLM.  A grating pulse compressor[2] or a complementary chirped FBG 
or fiber[12] could recombine the modified spectral components generating the arbitrary 
waveform.   
 Since time-domain spectral shaping (TDSS) is used, the TBWP and resolution of 
the system depends on either the speed of the signal applied to the electro-optic 
modulator and the amount of chromatic dispersion in the fiber or FBG and does not affect 
the size or number of modulators used in the setup.  As a result, the shaping complexity 
of the system is only affected by the dispersion of the fiber or FBG (which is also a 
function of the length of the fiber or FBG) and the modulation speed of the modulator, 
and thus the system can be made reasonably compact even when a large TBWP and high 
resolution is desired.  A chirped FBG can provide a high amount of dispersion over a 
smaller length than a conventional optical fiber.  However, fiber gratings are highly 
sensitive to temperature, their dispersion profiles cannot be altered, their reflected bands 
are not as wide and smooth as those of conventional fibers [11], and longer lengths of 
FBGs required for higher TBWPs are not as commercially available as silica fibers.  For 
these reasons, OAWG using silica fibers commonly used in optical communications has 
some attractive properties.   
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 Although the idea to use optical fiber as a pulse stretcher has been around for 
some time now[10], the utilization of complementary fiber as a pulse compressor for the 
purpose of TDSS has just been very recently proposed by Saperstein et al.[12]  Advantages 
of this approach include the possibility of realizing high TBWPs without drastically 
increasing physical size, the use of only a single modulator for spectral modulation, 
compatibility with fiber systems, reconfigurability and high waveform refresh rate, 
polarization insensitivity, and use of cheap and commercially available components.  In 
the proposed pulse shaping setup by Saperstein et al., an RF single-tone signal was 
applied to a Lithium Niobate electro-optic amplitude modulator to generate delayed 
satellite pulses.  They noted that third-order and higher order chromatic dispersion was a 
limitation to the performance and achievable TBWP of their spectral shaping scheme.   
The research and analysis that will be presented in subsequent chapters of this paper will 
further examine and offer improvements for this TDSS approach as a pulse shaper and as 
a possible OAWG technology.  The viability of using this technique in specific pulse 
shaping applications will also be determined. 
 6 
CHAPTER 2 





 There are a large number of different optical arbitrary waveform generation 
(OAWG) technologies being researched for different applications.  This chapter gives a 
brief description and analysis of a select few of these different OAWG technologies and 
their capabilities to give an idea of the various methods used in pulse shaping.  Then, 
finally OAWG using the proposed scheme of chromatic dispersion in silica fibers will be 
analyzed. 
 
Metrics for pulse shaping systems 
 Due to the large number of pulse shaping applications and researched schemes for 
OAWG systems, there is a need to define characteristics specific to OAWG that are 
desired by a particular application and can be used to evaluate a particular OAWG 
architecture.  These characteristics were mentioned in the previous chapter.  In this 
section, each of these properties will be briefly discussed.  
Temporal resolution  
 One important property for all OAWG technologies is the temporal resolution of 
the system.  The recent interest in developing OAWG is principally because of their 
ability to produce ultrafast waveforms of very fine temporal resolution.  The shortest 
achievable temporal duration or the temporal resolution for a pulse shaping schemes 
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usually is the pulse duration from the optical source and is not necessarily a function of 
the pulse shaping scheme itself.  However, there are several OAWG schemes that can 
generate pulses of significantly shorter duration than that originating from the source. [2]  
Maximum temporal window 
 The maximum temporal window is the duration over which significant temporal 
features in the output waveform can be changed.  In most setups, this is related to the 
finest spectral feature that can be modified.  Given a particular temporal resolution, the 
maximum temporal window is very important because if this window is not much larger 
than the temporal resolution, this limits the possible complexity of and the amount of 
temporal features that can be placed onto the output optical signal. 
Pulse shaping complexity and time-bandwidth product 
 The pulse shaping complexity is the number of controllable independent temporal 
features that can be placed onto the output waveform.  This is also usually the number of 
controllable independent spectral features that can be modified in the output waveform.  
Dividing the maximum temporal window by the minimum temporal resolution can 
closely approximate this number.  The time-bandwidth product (TBWP) is another 
important property of a pulse shaping system, and it is closely related to the pulse shaping 
complexity.  The TBWP of a pulse shaper is defined to be the multiplicative product of 
the modifiable spectral bandwidth and the temporal window of the output waveform.  
Since the modifiable spectral bandwidth is usually proportional to the minimum temporal 
resolution, then the TBWP is approximately proportional to the shaping complexity of 
the system. [5]  These quantities are extremely important when considering the ability of 
an OAWG system to truly as a generator of an arbitrary waveform. 
Phase and amplitude control 
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 Whether the pulse shaping is performed by spectral modulation or directly 
altering the waveform temporally, precise control of the phase and/or amplitude of the 
output waveform is a very beneficial characteristic in OAWG.  In certain applications 
like higher-order and dark soliton generation [2], molecular control, and spectroscopy, the 
phase of the output waveform is very important.[10]  However, in dispersion 
compensation, the intensity of the output waveform is of principal concern whereas the 
phase can usually be ignored.  Overall, excellent pulse shaping fidelity is achieved if the 
controllable features in a pulse shaping scheme can be well-manipulated in both 
amplitude and phase.   
 In Fourier-based OAWG techniques, this usually translates into the ability to 
apply the desired amplitude and phase modulation on the different spectral features of a 
pulse.  For all OAWG technologies, this refers to the ability to make the temporal 
features of the output waveform as close as possible to a target waveform.  Although the 
system complexity can serve as a gauge of the pulse shaping fidelity, the level at which 
the features of a waveform can be controlled is also important.  For instance, consider a 
system that has a pulse complexity of 100,000 (implying that 100,000 distinct temporal 
features that can be controlled in the output waveform), but can only provide binary 
amplitude control for each of these features.  Such a system would be impractical for 
generating a triangular pulse.  This example shows that a certain level of amplitude and 
phase control may be needed in order to provide robust OAWG. 
Reprogrammability and waveform refresh rate 
 Reprogrammability (or reconfigurability) refers to the ability of a pulse shaping 
method to change from one shaped waveform to another target waveform.  This is 
obviously important in situations where the output needs to be changed.  The time or 
speed at which it takes to reprogram the pulse shaper to produce a different waveform is 
referred to as the waveform refresh rate.  The waveform refresh rate becomes an 
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important factor in applications where waveforms need to be updated in a very short time 
period. 
Other considerations 
 Besides the above metrics, there are other considerations to be taken into account 
when looking at the feasibility of using a particular OAWG technology for a specific 
application.  Some of these aspects include such things as size and overall compatibility 
within a system.  For certain applications, a pulse shaping scheme does not need to excel 
at all of these metrics or may need to be judged on additional metrics; however, the 
metrics discussed above can be used to assess the pulse shaping capabilities of a 
particular system in the most general sense.   
 
Different OAWG techniques 
Pulse shaping using spatial light modulators 
 Most of the methods used for optical pulse shaping are Fourier-based techniques, 
meaning that these methods either select or filter out addressable spectral components of 
the initial optical pulse and use these components to synthesize a new waveform. [5]    As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, the most popular of these pulse shaping techniques is 
the one presented by Weiner et al. [13] and is shown in Figure 2.1 below. There are 
numerous variations of this setup, but the principle behind each of these variations is the 
same.  An initial optical pulse is spatially dispersed from a diffraction grating onto a 
Fourier plane where an SLM or spatial filter is located.  As a result, the frequency 
components of the initial pulse are spread out spatially in a single dimension across the 
SLM.  The SLM or spatial filter can then be made to alter the phase and/or amplitude of 
the different spectral elements in space.  After the modified optical signal diffracts from 
another grating (or the same grating in some arrangements), the modified wavelength 
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components interfere with each other to generate an arbitrary waveform dependent on the 
spatial pattern of the SLM. 
 Pulse shaping apparatuses based on this concept require high-quality optical 
components and have strict alignment tolerances.  However, if this is overlooked, then 
the performance of this system relies entirely on the properties of the SLM.  If a fixed 
spatial mask designed with the use of microlithography techniques is used as an SLM, 
then the desired output waveform can be produced with excellent fidelity but 
reconfigurability of the waveform is impossible.  If a programmable SLM is used, then 
there are mainly two different technologies that are considered as possible choices for the 






Figure 2.1: Schematic of a basic Fourier-based pulse shaping apparatus in a zero dispersion pulse 






 When an electronically addressable liquid crystal array is used for a spatial filter, 
electrodes are used to apply voltage to a nematic liquid crystal that can modify either the 
phase or amplitude of the light transmitted through the corresponding spatial pixel in the 
array.  If a double liquid crystal SLM array is used, both optical phase and amplitude can 
be controlled for each spatial pixel.  The number of electrodes addressing the spatial 
pixels within the crystal array places an upper limit on the pulse shaping complexity.  
Due to the nature of the crystal, the waveform refresh time of the system is limited to 
~10ms. 
 When an acousto-optic modulator is used as an SLM, the spatial filtering is 
performed by driving an acousto-optic crystal with an arbitrary RF voltage signal.  This 
signal is converted into an acoustic wave by the use of a transducer.  This acoustic wave 
creates a diffraction pattern in the crystal for the incident dispersed light that modifies the 
spatially dispersed spectral elements.  The waveform refresh time of this particular 
system is limited by the time it takes for an acoustic wave to propagate through the 
crystal, which can be on the order of microseconds.  The pulse shaping complexity of this 
system is ultimately limited by the TBWP of the acousto-optic crystal which can be on 
the order of 1000, but other factors such as the properties of the crystal and the shaping 
apparatus around the crystal can make this number significantly less by about a factor of 
ten. 
 This pulse shaping arrangement using either of these programmable SLMs can 
generate a variety of arbitrary pulse shapes with a pulse shaping complexity of between 
100 and 150.  The reprogramming time for both SLMs is sufficient for many pulse 
shaping applications, and this technique provides excellent control of the amplitude and 
phase of a femtosecond laser spectrum.  In the case of using a liquid crystal SLM, the 
pulse shaping fidelity can be negatively affected by pixellation effects (the fact that the 
spatial modulation is divided into spatial pixels) that generate temporal sidelobes in the 
output waveform.  On the other hand, pulse shaping fidelity can be compromised by 
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acoustic nonlinearity and attenuation when using an acousto-optic modulator.  In order to 
increase the complexity of this system for both SLMs, either the size or the spatial 
resolution of the SLM must be increased.  But overall, this pulse shaping arrangement has 
been widely used in a number of applications for its ability to perform pulse shaping and 
produce a large number of high-resolution complex arbitrary waveforms. [5] 
 
Use of Arrayed Waveguide Gratings 
 The use of arrayed waveguide gratings as an alternative to diffraction gratings (as 
mentioned in the system in the previous section) in a pulse shaping system has its own 
advantages.  Using arrayed waveguide gratings as opposed to bulk gratings eliminates the 
requirements for alignment and high quality optical elements.  This is a compact scheme 
that can easily be integrated into a fiber-optic system if so desired.  Two possible 
implementations of arrayed waveguide gratings in an OAWG system are shown in Figure 
2.2(a) and (b) below.  In Figure 2.2(a) and 2.2(b), the arrayed waveguide grating can act 
as a wavelength demultiplexer to spatially separate the spectral elements of the initial 
signal or a multiplexer to recombine spectral elements from different waveguides into 
one output waveguide.  In Figure 2.2(b) though, the same OAWG performs both 







Figure 2.2: (a) Implementation of an arrayed waveguide grating pulse shaping system using a fixed 
spatial mask. [6]  (b) Implementation of an arrayed waveguide grating OAWG with an electronically 
addressable modulator array. [7]  In this implementation, the input signal enters from the left into the 




  The pulse shaping complexity of this technique is limited by the number of 
arrayed waveguides in the grating or the properties of the spatial filter.  This number can 
be anywhere from about 50 to over 100 depending on these factors.  Reconfigurability, 
phase and amplitude control, and the waveform refresh rate of this technique, similar to 
those of a diffraction grating-based SLM pulse shaper, are dependent on the properties of 
the spatial filter.  The maximum time window for this pulse shaping technique can be 
quite large due to the high wavelength selectivity of an arrayed waveguide grating when 
considered as a bandpass filter.  The time window for this technique can be in the 
nanosecond range and depends on the diffraction order (which is usually high since this 
has a direct effect on the spectral resolution of the spatial filter) and the number of 
waveguides used in the arrayed waveguide grating, whereas in the case of diffraction 
grating pulse shaper, the maximum time window can be from several to a hundred 
picoseconds. [6]   
 However, since each arrayed waveguide can be considered a periodic bandpass 
filter with bandpass center frequencies separated by a predefined free spectral range (FSR 
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or spectral window), this places an upper limit on the spectrum of the initial pulse.  If the 
initial pulse spectrum exceeds the FSR of the arrayed waveguide grating, multiple 
spectral components separated by a frequency equal to the FSR would be present in each 
arrayed waveguide, and the pulse shaping fidelity would be degraded.  The FSR is 
inversely proportional to a parameter known as the diffraction order that controls the 
temporal window and the modifiable spectral bandwidth.  As a result of this, this pulse 
shaping technique is limited to shaping of picosecond pulses over a nanosecond time 
window. [14] 
Acousto-optic filters 
  In looking at the previous scheme where an arrayed waveguide grating is used to 
separate the wavelengths of the initial pulse, it is seen that manipulation of multiple 
bandpass filters centered at different wavelengths can perform the same function.  The 
operation of an acousto-optic filter is dependent on the ability of acoustic waves to 
change the polarization of an optical signal traveling through a birefringent crystal.  
These acoustic waves are generated by an RF signal driven into a transducer and can 
convert an optical signal from one polarization to another depending on a phase-matching 
condition.  This phase matching condition is a factor of the frequency of the optical 
signal, the frequency of the acoustic wave, and the distance propagated by the optical 
signal in the crystal.  In this way, the acoustic wave controls the diffraction of the optical 
signal from one polarization state to another.  It can thus be shown that under suitable 
conditions the output optical waveform after propagating through the crystal is 
approximately proportional to the convolution of the input optical pulse and a time-scaled 
version of the RF signal driving the crystal. 
 Usually, an acousto-optic filter is a narrowband filter that can either remove or 
pass a narrow band of wavelengths of an optical signal depending on the frequency of the 
applied RF signal.  If the RF signal contains a number of different frequencies, then 
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depending on the transmitted polarization state, this filter can pass and reject a good 
number of frequencies similar to the arrayed waveguide grating scheme mentioned 
above.  Therefore, an acousto-optic tunable filter has many of the sought-after qualities of 
a pulse shaping system.  It has a simple driving scheme similar the acousto-optic 
modulator SLM.  Since it does not need to be used in an alignment-sensitive 
configuration with bulky diffraction gratings and lenses, the system can be made compact 
and compatible with waveguide devices and optical fibers.  There are no limits on the 
temporal resolution of the system.  
 The temporal window of a system using a programmable acousto-optic filter is 
dependent on the length of the crystal.  Commercial AOPDFs (acousto-optic 
programmable dispersive filters) can have a maximum temporal window of about 3ps.  
As a result, the time-bandwidth product is dependent on the length of the crystal and the 
input pulse duration.  Higher TBWPs thus can be achieved by a shorter pulse duration 
that leads to higher temporal resolution and higher TBWP or a longer crystal that can 
increase the maximum temporal window.  However, a longer crystal leads to a lower 
reprogrammability time because the time to refresh a shaped waveform depends on the 
time it takes for an acoustic wave to propagate across the length of the crystal.  Control of 
the shaped waveform can be limited by acoustic nonlinearities and attenuation such as in 
the case of an acousto-optic modulator, whereas specifically sharp spectral features of the 
output waveform are severely limited by temporal windowing in the system.  This is the 
inverse situation of the case where pixellation effects produce temporal sidelobes in the 
output waveform of the liquid crystal SLM pulse shaper. [15] 
Fiber-based time-domain spectral shaping 
 The demand for OAWG at very high rates, shaping complexity, and temporal 
resolution that can be made compact without affecting the TBWP has motivated research 
in the area of time-domain spectral shaping (TDSS).  TDSS is analogous to the technique 
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using SLM pulse shapers, but there are very important differences.  Figure 2.3 below 
show a general scheme for TDSS.  In such a scheme, modulation is performed in the 
time-domain as opposed to spatially using an SLM.  The dispersive element is either an 
optical fiber or a fiber grating whose chromatic dispersion provides a way to spread out 














Figure 2.3: Schematic for time-domain spectral shaping.  An optical pulse is propagated through a 
dispersive element that disperses the spectral elements of the pulse in time.  An electro-optic (EO) 





Chirped fiber Bragg gratings 
 A fiber Bragg grating is a periodic variation of the refractive index along the core 
of an optical fiber.  This grating then reflects light at the Bragg frequency.  If a chirped 
Bragg grating is used, then the grating becomes a dispersive device since each reflected 
frequency has a different group delay or propagation time along the grating.  Apodization 
of the chirped FBG results in a smoother reflected spectrum and dispersion profile.  Since 
the dispersion depends on the design of the grating, chirped FBGs can be designed to 
provide a large amount of chromatic dispersion over a few meters of length.  Thus, a 
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system using FBGs as dispersive elements and pulse compressors can be made extremely 
compact. [16] 
 One very recent implementation[17] of a pulse shaper using FBGs is described 
below and shown in Figure 2.4.  Although this implementation does not fit the general 
scheme described above in Figure 2.3, the pulse shaping is still controlled by an electrical 
signal and the operation of pulse expansion and compression is still a result of chromatic 
temporal dispersion.  Under conditions where no pulse shaping is performed, an initial 
pulse is temporally dispersed and reflected by the first FBG, goes through two 
circulators, and is routed to a compressing FBG which recompresses the pulse.  However, 
when an electrical signal is applied to an on-chip micro-electro-mechanical system 
(MEMS) array, the array induces strain on a FBG located between arrays of MEMS 
actuators.  This alters the refractive index profile of this FBG used for pulse compression.  
As a result, the output waveform is dependent on and can be shaped according to the 




Figure 2.4: A FBG implementation of a pulse shaper.  An electronically and thermally controlled 





 Although the length of the FBG used in the demonstrated system was small and 
therefore the maximum time window and even temporal resolution were not great, this 
system shows the ability and flexibility of fiber-MEMS integrated devices and a possible 
future compact integrated pulse shaping scheme.  This technique may be extended to 
longer FBGs to improve the pulse shaping complexity. 
 A more conventional approach for the use of chirped FBGs in a TDSS scheme is 
to use chirped FBGs as both a pulse shaper and compressor in the general scheme 
illustrated in Figure 2.3.  When the dispersions of the pulse shaper and compressor are 
equal and opposite, this scheme can provide pulse shaping capabilities with great 
resolution.  The advantage of using chirped FBGs as a pulse stretcher and compressor is 
the ability to tailor the dispersion such that the chromatic dispersion is large and the 
higher-order dispersion is small over a short length of fiber.  The disadvantages are high 
temperature sensitivity, relatively narrow and non-uniform reflected spectrum in longer 
FBGs[11], and the need for circulators due to the reflective nature of FBGs. 
Optical fibers 
  The alternative to using chirped FBGs is to use optical fibers, usually silica fibers.  
An illustration of this technique that will be further discussed later is shown in Figure 2.5. 
Chromatic dispersion in silica fibers is a combination of waveguide and material 
dispersion.  The waveguide dispersion is due to the waveguiding properties of the core 
and cladding of a fiber and can be tailored by the refractive index profile of the fiber.  
The dispersion of a fiber is usually given as a Taylor expansion about the center 
wavelength or frequency of an optical signal whose second-, third-, and fourth-order 
dispersion parameters are enough to describe the propagation of an optical signal through 
fiber, and in most cases second- and third-order dispersion coefficients are enough.  
When propagating a pulse through a fiber, chromatic dispersion temporally spreads out 
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the frequencies of the pulse provided the length of the fiber is long enough.  A fiber with 
opposing dispersion characteristics can be used to provide pulse compression. [18]  
Advantages of this technique are that its components are cheap and readily commercially 
available, the total dispersion is easy to adjust, it can easily be incorporated in fiber 
systems, the dispersed spectrum is wide and smooth, and fiber does not take up very 
much space.  Disadvantages are that very long lengths of fiber or very ultrashort pulses 
are usually required to provide a good temporal window and higher-order dispersion can 












Figure 2.5: TDSS using dispersive and dispersion-compensating fibers. 
 
 
Overall evaluation of TDSS 
 Time-domain spectral shaping can provide nice temporal resolution and 
waveform refresh rate comparable to the pulse repetition rate.  Since spectral modulation 
is not done spatially, maximum temporal windows do not increase the size of the overall 
system significantly and systems can therefore be made reasonably compact.  
Components used in pulse shaping are usually cheap, and the systems do not require 
precise alignment or high-quality optical elements and can be easily incorporated into 
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fiber-based systems.  Spectral phase and amplitude modulation can be provided by the 
use of an electro-optic phase and/or amplitude modulator. 
 However, since the reprogrammability time is dependent on the laser repetition 
rate, a faster reprogrammability time restricts the temporal window since spectral 
modulation is done temporally.  The temporal window is also dependent on the RF 
waveform driven into the electro-optic (EO) modulator and the bandwidth of the EO 
modulator since the smallest resolvable spectral feature, which in this case is accessed by 
the modulating waveform, also determines the temporal window.  These limits combine 
to place a restriction on the TBWP of the system, so there can be a tradeoff between 
TBWP and the waveform refresh rate.  Finally, due to system design, there is an inherent 
chirp in the output waveform that can be significant over the duration of the time 
window, which places a restriction on phase control of the output waveform.  Overall, 
TDSS can be a very useful, reasonably compact, and cost-effective pulse shaping and 
OAWG technique in situations where waveforms need to be updated continuously or to 
provide high potential TBWPs and pulse shaping complexity when a slower update rate 







 For the purpose of simulation and to provide a framework to predict the operation 
of an OAWG system using dispersive optical fibers, theory must be developed and 
analyzed. With this theoretical background, it can be seen under what conditions the 
desired output waveform can be generated from the system.  So, in this chapter, we 
explore the effects of fiber dispersion and modulation on a pulse. 
Fiber propagation 
 The equation that approximately describes the propagation of an optical signal 















































where the slowly-varying envelope approximation is used and it is assumed that the 
nonlinear response is instantaneous.  A(z, t) is the complex envelope of the electric field 
amplitude of the optical signal at a retarded time (a temporal frame of reference moving 
with the group velocity of the pulse), t, and after propagating distance, z, and α, β2, β3, β4, 
and γ are parameters of the medium in which the pulse is propagating.  Specifically, β2, 
β3, and β4 are the second-, third-, and fourth-order dispersion coefficients of the medium 
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respectively, while α is the loss parameter of the medium, and γ is the nonlinear 
coefficient.  The terms above denoted absorption and nonlinearity (SPM – self phase 
modulation) are considered separately from the terms above denoted group velocity 
dispersion (GVD – also 2OD or second-order dispersion), third-order dispersion (3OD), 
and fourth-order dispersion (4OD). [18]  If Raman scattering and a delayed nonlinear 
response are considered, the above nonlinear Schrödinger equation becomes the 





































































 In the above propagation equation (3.2), ω0 is the center carrier frequency of the 
optical pulse, and R(t) is the Raman response function accurately modeled by the 
following equations: 
 











=  (3.4) 
 
where commonly used values for silica fiber are fR = 0.18, τ1 = 12.2fs, and τ2 = 32fs.  
Depending on the pulsewidth of the input optical pulse (for pulsewidths greater than 
50fs), this delayed nonlinear response and Raman response can usually be neglected and 
the NLSE (3.1) can be used. [19]   
 Equation 3.5 below can be used to approximate the NLSE (3.1) under suitable 
conditions and for the purposes of computer modeling and simulation.  These conditions 
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result when the loss of the medium and the instantaneous signal power are negligible and 
when the pulse is of significant duration.  In such a situation, the pulse propagation 
through the fiber is referred to as being in the linear regime.  As a result, Equations 3.6 
and 3.7 can be used to analyze the equation in the Fourier domain to come up with an 
expression to describe the spectrum of the output waveform in Equation 3.8.  In these 
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 In the case in where the input pulse is a Gaussian pulse and the effects of β3 and β4 
are just about negligible, there are analytical equations that describe the propagation of 























































Tz β   (3.11) 
 
In the equations above, T0 and Tz refer to the Gaussian intensity pulsewidths (half-width 
at 1/e point) of the pulse envelope after a propagation distance 0 and z respectively. [18] 
 It can be seen from the above equation (3.11) that the pulsewidth broadening at a 
distance, z, is dependent on the initial pulsewidth, T0, and the second-order dispersion 
coefficient, β2.  This prompts the use of figures of merit that convey the length over 
which dispersive effects are very conspicuous. In a purely lossless linear dispersive 
medium, there are several characteristic typical z-length scales. LD is the characteristic 
dispersive length (T0
2/|β2|). On the other hand, LD' (T03/|β3|) is the length scale over which 
the effects of β3 are highly visible. Usually, in fibers with non-zero β2, the effect of β3 is 
negligible since β2 is usually much larger than β3; however in second-order dispersion 
compensated systems, the effects of β3 and β4 are very critical and needs to be 
considered. [19] 
Pulse shaping analysis 
 So, in looking at the scheme shown in above in Figure 2.5, there are two things 
that result in pulse shaping: the dispersion in the fibers and the modulator.  So, assume 
the input signal has a frequency bandwidth of approximately 0.44/T0
 [5] and assume that 
the power is low enough so that Equation 3.8 can be used.  If these assumptions are 
made, the input into the electro-optic modulator, b(z1, t), after the input pulse envelope, 
b(0, t) has propagated a distance, z1, in the first dispersive fiber medium can be expressed 
using the following relations (3.12) and (3.13).  In the below and subsequent relations, βij 
refers to the ith dispersion coefficient of the jth fiber medium, and ω and u are variables 


































  (3.13) 
 
 After the modulator, a signal, m(t), with spectrum, M(ω) (obtained by Equation 
3.6), is applied to the dispersed spectrum, b(z1, t), of b(0, t).  The output of the modulator, 
D(t), and its corresponding spectrum D(ω) can be described Equations 3.14 and 3.15.  
Equation 3.14 is the result of multiplication in the time-domain, whereas Equation 3.15 is 
the result after convolution in the frequency domain.  After the modulator, the output 
signal, c(t), and its spectrum, C(ω), after the modulated signal propagates a distance, z2, 









































































































41  (3.17) 
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 For simplicity, consider the ideal case when third- and fourth-order dispersion 
terms are negligible, and second-order dispersion is compensated for in both fiber media.  
In such a case, β21z1 = -β22z2, and Equation 3.17 becomes Equation 3.18 below.  
Assuming b(0, t) is an ultrashort pulse of duration, T0, and vanishes quickly outside of T0, 
then provided β21z1 >> T0, the last term of the equality in Equation 3.18 can be 


























































































 In (3.19), the output can be recognized as the convolution of the input pulse, 
b(0,t), with the spectrum of m(β21z1t) multiplied by a quadratic phase term.  As a result, it 
can be said that the act of second-order dispersion places a frequency component, ω, of 
the input pulse envelope at a temporal location, ω/β21z1.  The modulating waveform, m(t), 
then modulates these frequency components in time.  Now, considering third-order 
































































121  (3.20)  
 
 Now, to get an idea of the implications of this formula, consider the situation 
where m(t) is a complex exponential of frequency deviation, ω0 (or actual angular 
frequency, ω0-ωc), and M(ω) is a unit impulse at the frequency, -ω0.  This is considered in 
great detail by Saperstein et al. [12]  The output complex pulse envelope of this system can 
























































Here, ⊗ is the convolution operator, and FT() is the Fourier transform operator given by 
Equation 3.13.  Ideally, in light of examining (3.19), the expected output in a situation 
without second-order dispersion should be a time-shifted version of the input pulse, 
known as a satellite pulse, by the amount of ω0β21z1, a frequency-shifted version of the 
pulse by the amount of ω0, multiplied by an appropriate quadratic phase term.  However, 
due to third-order dispersion, (3.21) shows that there is an additional cubic phase term, an 
additional time shift of ω02β31z1/2, and a convolution with a quadratic phase term and a 
third-order dispersion term.   
 It can be shown that the convolution with the quadratic phase term broadens the 
time-shifted input pulse by an amount approximately proportional to ω0β31z1, and the 
third-order dispersion term can be responsible for conspicuous asymmetric third-order 
dispersion distortion of the shifted pulse.  The third-order dispersion term can be 
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eliminated provided that the residual third-order dispersion is negligible in the two 
complementary fiber media.  These two convolutions provide an extra limitation for the 
realizable TBWP of an optical pulse shaping system using optical fibers, although the last 
convolution can be neglected by matching third-order dispersion in the two fiber media.  
Also, the multiplication of the quadratic and cubic phase terms provides some extra 
complexity when trying to manipulate the phase of the output waveform.  When fourth-
order dispersion is significant, it is easy to show that Equation 3.21 becomes 3.22.  
However, since the third-order dispersion coefficient, β3, of a fiber is usually a good deal 
higher in magnitude than the fourth-order dispersion coefficient, β4, if the modulation 
frequency, ω0 is not extremely high (which is limited by the applied electronic signal 
frequency into the EO modulator), only the third-order and fourth-order dispersion 
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Limitations for pulse shaping 
 Considering (3.21) and (3.22), when m(t) is a complex exponential and M(ω) is a 
unit impulse function, the output shaped waveform for this fiber pulse shaper 
configuration is the convolution of the spectrum of m(t) and distorted phase-shifted time-
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shifted versions of the input signal.  Neglecting the effects of third- and fourth-order 
dispersion on the time shift, the time shift, TS, corresponding to a complex exponential 
input into an ideal modulator is equal to ω0β21z1.  Now, assuming third- and fourth-order 
dispersion compensation in both fiber media, a Gaussian envelope with pulsewidth, T0 
(intensity half-width at 1/e point), as an input, and ignoring the effect of fourth-order 
dispersion on pulse broadening, it can be shown (with the help of Equations 3.9-3.11 and 
3.21 or in [12]) that the time shift corresponding to a 3dB decrease in the peak power of 
the input pulse (or equivalently a broadened satellite pulse of twice the initial 
pulsewidth), TD, is equal to 3 T0
2β21/β31.  An illustration of this is shown in Figure 3.1.  
The frequency, ω3dB, that corresponds to such a time shift is equal to 3 T02/(β31z1), and 
it is safe to say that modulation frequencies above this frequency would result in temporal 
features, at temporal locations far away from the center of the shaped pulse, that deviate 
appreciably from the ideal situation given by Equation 3.19.   
 Therefore, if the drive frequency into the modulator is limited to frequencies 
lower than this frequency, then dividing twice the time shift, TD, either the broadened or 
initial pulsewidth, gives an expression for the approximate potential pulse shaping 
complexity, ηapp.  This number, ηapp, is between 3 T0|β21/β31| and 32 T0|β21/β31|.  For 
commercial fibers and a 100fs Gaussian pulse, this number can be between 30 and 60.  
Increasing ηapp either requires an increase in the ratio of second- to third-order dispersion 













 This suggests that this system cannot realize high potential shaping complexities 
or TBWPs as initially thought with regular commercial fibers unless the ratio of second-
order to third-order dispersion is increased.  Also, over longer lengths of fiber, it is 
necessary to ensure that the second- and third- order dispersions are compensated in both 
fiber media precisely or else additional dispersion effects will be present that will further 
decrease the temporal resolution and TBWP of the system.  A method to ensure that 
higher-order dispersion is compensated in the two complementary fiber media is 
described later.  Now, suppose that commercial fibers are used in the OAWG system so 
that the ratio of second- to third-order dispersion is fixed, but T0 is increased to increase 
the potential TBWP.  One, this will limit the temporal resolution and make the smallest 
temporal feature in the shaped waveform increase in duration.  Two, in order to keep ω3dB 
fixed, a quadratic increase in the length of the first fiber medium, z1, is required.  This 
will increase the size of the system. 
 Now assume that the minimum time between (maximum repetition rate of) each 
pulse is Trep, the initial pulse still has a Gaussian envelope with pulsewidth, T0, and that 
the pulse undergoes linear propagation through a length, z1, through the first fiber 
medium.  Provided that z1 >> T0
2/|β21|, the pulsewidth of the signal before the modulator 
will be approximately |β21|z1/T0.  This places a limitation on either the repetition rate (or 
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waveform refresh rate) of the desired shaped waveform or the amount of spectral features 
that can be placed on the output waveform.  For example, if m(t) has a limited bandwidth 
with no significant frequency components above fmax, then the minimum period is 1/fmax, 
and the number of temporal pixels can be given by fmaxTrep.  So, given a desired repetition 
rate of 128MHz and a maximum modulating frequency of 10GHz, then the maximum 
number of temporal pixels is 78.  To achieve this with a 300fs Gaussian pulse with a fiber 
with β2 equal to 150ps2/km, the length of fiber needs to be 15.625km.   
 Now, if an optical source with a fixed pulse repetition rate is used, and 
independent pulse shaping is to be performed on each pulse, then it is required that Trep > 
|β21|z1/T0.  This is shown in Figure 3.2.  As a result, a limit on the maximum number of 
temporal pixels, Ntp, is given by |fmaxβ21z1/T0|.  Considering that fmax can be at most 5GHz 
for commercial electronic arbitrary waveform generators and 40 Gigabit/second (Gbps) 
for commercial pattern generators [20], using standard SMF (single mode fiber) that has β2 
equal to about -20ps2/km and a laser that generates 100fs Gaussian pulses requires Ntp km 
of SMF to have a maximum of Ntp to 8Ntp pixels.  This means that 4km of SMF can 
generate 32 temporal pixels with a 40Gbps pattern generator.  Ideally, it would be 










Figure 3.2: (a) Input pulse train into first fiber medium to be shaped is separated by the repetition 
period. (b) Broadened pulses starting to overlap before going through the optical modulator.  





 Up to this point, it has been assumed that the power of the initial signal was low 
enough so that the nonlinearity and absorption terms in the NLSE (3.1) and the 
propagation equation (3.2) can be ignored.  Now, in the case where the dispersion terms 
can be ignored, the NLSE can be significantly reduced to Equation 3.23 and can be 
solved explicitly in Equation 3.24.  Equations 3.23 and 3.24 are important since 
nonlinearity and absorption cannot be simplified in the Fourier domain as in (3.5)-(3.8) 
and need to be analyzed separately from dispersion terms.  It can be seen that nonlinear 
SPM (self-phase modulation; specifically the nonlinear term in the NLSE) tends to 
positively chirp a signal in time as it propagates a distance, z, since γ is positive.  Looking 
back at the Equation 3.8, it can be seen that second-order dispersion imparts a positive 
time chirp if β2 is positive and negative time chirp if β2 is negative.  It is also well known 
that SPM in fiber due to high-powered signals can generate a broader signal spectrum.[19]  
Taking these facts into account, if a fiber with positive β2 is used to propagate a high-
powered pulse, the combined positive chirp due to second-order and SPM effects can 
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 This would allow lower modulating frequencies to be used without sacrificing the 
number of temporal pixels and using longer lengths of fiber.  However, nonlinearity 
effects would degrade the temporal resolution since the smallest temporal feature in the 
output waveform would be broadened by the nonlinearity of the first fiber medium.  But 
if the length of the complementary fiber medium is chosen correctly, nonlinearity can be 
used to possibly to improve the temporal resolution.  Also, if high-powered signals were 
propagated in a fiber medium with negative β2, this would result in what is known as 
soliton propagation.  Solitons are stable solutions to the NLSE and can be described as 
pulses that propagate in a fiber, break up over a certain distance, and return back to the 
original shape after a distance known as the soliton period.  Soliton propagation could be 
beneficial in an OAWG arrangement, but such a scheme is not discussed here.  A full 
mathematical treatment on how specifically SPM can improve the pulse shaping 
capabilities of this OAWG system is not given, but it should be noted that SPM may be 
useful in improving the TBWP and decreasing the length of fiber needed. 
Modulator analysis 
 The final component to the OAWG system that has yet to be considered is the 
modulator.  The modulator ideally can be seen as a device that multiplies the input optical 
signal by a complex arbitrary signal m(t).  In an electro-optic (EO) modulator, this 
modulating signal is generated by an electrical signal that modulates the optical phase or 
amplitude of the input optical signal.  The general principle of operation is that applying a 
voltage differential across an EO crystal creates a change in the index of refraction 
causing a phase shift proportional to the voltage differential.  This principle alone can be 
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used for an EO phase modulator, while using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
configuration of an EO phase modulator makes an EO amplitude modulator.[21]  
Combining both of these components can generate any complex arbitrary modulating 
signal m(t) provided that |m(t)| < 1 and m(t) contains frequencies within the modulator 
driver bandwidth and the modulation bandwidth of the crystal.  As the optical signal 
enters the EO crystal used in the amplitude or phase modulator, a voltage signal, v(t), is 
applied across the crystal and serially provides amplitude or phase modulation to the 
optical signal. 
 However, there are modulator characteristics that must be taken into account 
when using an EO crystal as an optical phase or amplitude modulator.  The 
characteristics of the optical modulator that should be taken into account are the on-off 
ratio, risetime, and variation of Vπ as a function of wavelength (which can be very 
observable due to the broad spectrum of the optical pulse to be modulated).  The effect of 
the risetime of a modulating signal limited by either the bandwidth of the Lithium 
Niobate electro-optic modulator or the bandwidth of the electrical signal generator can be 









detvtv rtin   (3.25) 
 
In Equation 3.25, v1(t) is the effective input voltage into the modulator as a function of 
time, vin(t) is the applied drive voltage to the modulator, and tr is the risetime of the 
modulator defined as the time needed for the voltage to go from 10% to 90% of its 
maximum value. 
 The equations describing the operation of the electro-optic amplitude and phase 








































tEtE inout   phase modulation, (3.27) 
 
where v1(t) is the effective input voltage into the modulator used to modulate the optical 
signal, γm is a scaling factor (between 0 for a very poor device and 1 for an ideal device) 
to account for a nonideal extinction (on-off) ratio, and Vπ is a parameter dependent on the 
modulator as well as the wavelength, λ, of the optical signal.  The optical power 
switching (off to on) ratio of the modulator can be easily determined and is (1-
γm)2/(1+γm)2.  It can be seen that amplitude modulation cannot be performed without 
some level of phase modulation.  The only voltages that do not produce significant phase 
modulation are voltages in an amplitude modulator are the voltages very close to zero and 

















λ VRVV +∆=  (3.29) 
 
 R and Vπ0 are parameters of the modulator, while λ0 and ∆λ are the center 
wavelength and deviation from the center wavelength, respectively, of the optical 
signal[22].  If λ does not vary much over the duration of the optical signal, then Vπ is well 
approximated by Vπ0.  Since a broadband short-duration optical signal is desired in this 
particular OAWG application, Vπ can vary significantly over the duration of the optical 
signal.  This will have an effect on the modulation of the optical signal when compared to 
ideal amplitude or phase modulation. 
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Overall OAWG implementation considerations 
Dispersion Compensation 
 So looking at the theory for modulation and dispersion for pulse shaping in 
optical fibers, nonlinearity, dispersion compensation, and modulation are very important 
factors of an all-fiber OAWG system.  When using commercial fibers, it is very difficult 
to use two fibers that are completely compensated for second- and third-order dispersion 
since this requires that β2/β3 is the same for both fibers.  Since residual third-order 
dispersion can impair the temporal resolution of a fiber TDSS system over long lengths 
of fiber, it is very advantageous to come up with a scheme to reduce or negate residual 
third-order dispersion over the length of the system. 
 Employing a scheme that is usually used for dispersion compensation[23], we can 
devise a way to almost guarantee that second- and third-order dispersion will be 
compensated in an OAWG system using conventional SMF (single mode fibers) and 
DCF (dispersion compensating fibers) fibers.  If three fibers are used, and the lengths of 
the three fibers can be chosen to satisfy (3.30) and (3.31) below, then simultaneously 
second- and third-order dispersion will be compensated for over the lengths of the three 
fibers.  In the equations below, zi is the propagation length of the optical signal over the 
ith fiber.  So, if a fiber medium is composed of multiple fibers, then the total effective jth 
order dispersion quantity, βjz, is given by Equation 3.32 below.  Here, z is the length and 
βj is the effective jth order dispersion coefficient of the fiber medium. 
 
0323222121 =++ zzz βββ  (3.30) 
0332232131 =++ zzz βββ  (3.31) 
∑=
i
ijij zz ββ  (3.32) 
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Essentially, Equation 3.32 can be used to compensate any order dispersion in any fiber 
medium provided the correct amount of fibers.  However the ability to simultaneously 
correct higher orders of dispersion is more complicated, necessitating control of fiber 
lengths of a greater number of fibers.  Also, since length cannot be negative, this 
technique requires the right dispersion characteristics for each fiber to give a sensible and 
valid solution for the required lengths of each fiber.   
 Ideally, this technique could be used to generate a fiber medium and a 
complementary fiber medium that each has high total second-order dispersion and low 
third-order dispersion to significantly improve the potential TBWP of the system.  
However, such a technique with commercial fibers would require very long lengths of 
fiber to provide enough chromatic dispersion so that a bandwidth-limited modulator can 
provide a high Ntp.  This technique however is very suitable in eliminating residual 3OD 
in our pulse shaping system. 
Nonlinearity 
 Fiber nonlinearity is usually avoided because it can produce irreversible 
broadening effects and cannot be easily described quantitatively in the presence of high 
dispersion.  Also, when higher powers are used in anomalously dispersive fibers (fibers 
with negative β2), this can form soliton propagation limiting pulse dispersion or 
compression.  However, the ability of nonlinearity to generate a broader pulse spectrum 
and capability of nonlinearity to be used to compress a pulse beyond its original pulse 
width can be useful in an OAWG scheme.  Overall, if higher powers were to be used in a 
fiber OAWG system, it would be beneficial to use normally dispersive fibers (fibers with 
positive β2) as the dispersive medium since SPM effects would enhance the dispersion 
and further broaden the usable spectrum for modulation, increasing Ntp.  Such an OAWG 
implementation is shown below in Figure 3.3 as well as a three-fiber implementation that 
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can be used to simplify second- and third-order compensation in the dispersive and 
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Figure 3.3: (a) Two-fiber implementation of an OAWG using a DCF fiber as the first medium and a 
SMF fiber as the second medium. (b) Three-fiber implementation of a DCF fiber as the dispersive 





 An amplitude and/or phase modulator can be used to generate a modulating signal 
to serially modulate the spectrum of the initial optical pulse in the OAWG system.  The 
amplitude modulator has the advantage of being able to completely attenuate a given 
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frequency component or pass desired spectral elements, giving it an excellent ability to 
tailor the spectrum of the output waveform.  However, in using an EO amplitude 
modulator for pulse shaping, phase modulation is inherently performed (see Equation 
3.26).  Also, amplitude modulation can significantly decrease the power of the output 
waveform and make it extremely difficult to detect and measure the output signal.  This is 
because amplitude modulation cannot increase the power of any spectral components, but 
it can definitely attenuate spectral components.  This result alone means that if an 
amplitude modulator attenuates more frequencies, lesser power will be available to the 
output shaped signal. 
 Phase modulation, on the other hand, ideally conserves optical power (if one 
neglects inherent loss through the modulator) since no frequency components are 
attenuated in the process.  Also, it can be performed independently from amplitude 
modulation and easily be used for dispersion compensation.  However, it is limited in its 
pulse shaping capabilities because the phase modulator passes all frequency components 
of the initial signal. 
 The best situation is to use amplitude and phase modulation together to have the 
ability to provide arbitrary phase and amplitude modulation to the pulse spectrum.  This 
would allow for extra degrees of freedom in generating shaped waveforms.  However, 
such a situation would still have the disadvantage of power being lost in the attenuation 
of optical frequencies.  A future enhancement to the proposed all-fiber OAWG system is 
to use a phase modulator to perform third-order dispersion compensation after a 
dispersive fiber medium before applying a phase and/or amplitude modulating signal to 
the dispersed optical pulse.  Third-order dispersion compensation in this way can 
improve the TBWP of the overall pulse shaping system.  A possible OAWG 






















With no third-order dispersion
 
Figure 3.4: Schematic of an all-fiber OAWG system using a Lithium Niobate phase modulator driven 
by cubic voltage signal in time for 3OD compensation.  The compressive fiber medium uses a 





Arbitrary waveform generation 
 When looking specifically at this TDSS fiber OAWG setup as a means to perform 
arbitrary waveform generation, there are several key factors discussed above in 
evaluating the ability of a given OAWG system to generate a complex waveform.  
Arbitrary waveform generation is performed in the system when the EO modulator 
imparts arbitrary phase or amplitude modulation to a particular slice of frequencies, 
which in a TDSS setup corresponds to a particular temporal pixel or period of time within 
the dispersed (or chirped) optical pulse.  The maximum number of temporal pixels, Ntp, 
in a system can essentially determine how many different waveforms can be generated or 
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how many spectral features can be modified, and this depends on the initial pulsewidth of 
the optical source, the dispersion of the fibers (i.e. the lengths and second-order 
dispersion coefficients), and the modulation bandwidth or speed.  On the other hand, the 
approximate potential pulse shaping complexity, ηapp, is an estimate of the number of 
independent and distinct controllable spectral or temporal features that can be placed on 
the output waveform and depends on the initial pulsewidth of the optical source and the 
second- and third-order dispersion characteristics of the fibers. 
 The number of amplitude levels of the drive signal into the EO modulator can also 
be a key consideration in using TDSS for arbitrary waveform generation.  A drive signal 
capable of providing any level of voltage during a given temporal pixel or period of time 
would be the ideal situation.  However, electrically generated waveforms may be limited 
in this capacity especially at higher modulation speeds.  So, a tradeoff in using a 
modulator driver may be between employing a slower electronic arbitrary waveform 
generator with a large number of amplitude levels and using a faster electronic pattern 
generator that can only generate a limited number of amplitude levels.  A slower 
electronic arbitrary waveform generator can address a smaller number of spectral 
components but apply a higher number of amplitude or phase (depending on the type of 
modulation) weights to each temporal pixel or spectral components.  On the other hand, a 
faster binary pattern generator can address more spectral components but can only 
provide each group of wavelengths with two possible amplitude or phase weights.  Using 
a limited-bandwidth drive signal would result in the shaped pulse having a short temporal 
duration (looking at the implications of Equation 3.19); while using only a binary drive 
signal would generate output waveforms whose spectral elements can have only two 
values. 
 Assuming that a 40Gb/s binary pattern generator and a 200fs Gaussian output 
from a femtosecond optical source (with low enough power to ensure approximately 
linear propagation) are to be used for OAWG, the maximum number of temporal pixels 
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and the approximate potential pulse shaping complexity can be looked at with respect to 
the dispersion characteristics of the dispersive medium and their lengths.  Figures 3.5 and 
3.6 illustrate the maximum number of temporal pixels and the minimum and maximum 
approximate potential pulse shaping complexity as a function of the length of a dispersive 
fiber.  The fiber characteristics used for the dispersive medium (pulse stretching) were 
based on those of Corning SMF-28 fiber (β2 = -21.6321ps2/km and β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km) 
for Figure 3.5 and those of EWBDK-DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km and β3 = -0.9533 
ps3/km) for Figure 3.6.  As stated before, using pulses with higher peak powers in a 
normally dispersive fiber could possibly increase the number of temporal pixels, but only 
linear propagation is considered in this case.   
 In Figure 3.5, it can be seen that in order to achieve the minimum approximate 
pulse shaping complexity of 58 (or equivalently have Ntp equal ηapp) in this OAWG setup, 
about 13.5km of SMF-28 needs to be used.  Consequently, about 27km of SMF-28 needs 
to be used to achieve the maximum approximate pulse shaping complexity of 117.  On 
the other hand, in Figure 3.6, it can be seen that in order to achieve the minimum 
approximate pulse shaping complexity of 56, about 1.8km of DCF needs to be used.  
Consequently, about 3.6km DCF needs to be used to achieve the maximum approximate 
pulse shaping complexity of 111.  The huge difference between the lengths of the two 
fibers is obviously due to their difference in second-order dispersion coefficients.  Now, 
using an 8-level 5GHz electronic arbitrary waveform generator as the modulator driver 
instead of a 40Gbps binary pattern generator would increase the length of fiber eightfold; 
however, each of these temporal pixels or (equivalently) spectral components could have 
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Figure 3.5: Maximum number of temporal pixels and minimum and maximum approximate pulse 
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Figure 3.6: Maximum number of temporal pixels and minimum and maximum approximate pulse 







 Although higher total dispersion (either by using longer lengths of fiber or fiber 
with high β2) in the pulse stretcher section of the OAWG system has the desirable 
advantage of giving the fiber TDSS pulse shaper more temporal pixels, this also places a 
limit on the repetition rate of independently shaped output waveforms.  Figure 3.7 shows 
how the maximum repetition rate of independently shaped output waveforms is affected 
by the length of the dispersive medium assuming that DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km 
and β3 = -0.9533 ps3/km) is used as a pulse stretcher.  This is assuming that a 200fs 
Gaussian pulse is the initial optical signal and the pulse power is low enough so that 
propagation is approximately linear.  The maximum repetition rate is about 1.3GHz when 
1km of DCF is used, about 870MHz when 2km of DCF is used and about 260MHz when 
5km of DCF is used.  At these frequencies for the respective DCF lengths, the broadened 
and dispersed Gaussian pulses only overlap outside of their half-widths at 1/e intensity 
point.  Despite the significant decrease in the maximum rep rate over longer lengths of 
fiber, these waveform refresh rates are still higher than those achievable by SLMs in a 































Figure 3.7: Maximum repetition rate versus length of dispersive medium for EWBDK-DCF fiber and 




 To show the effect of modulation bandwidth and pulsewidth on Ntp and ηapp, an 
OAWG setup with 2km of DCF fiber used as a pulse stretcher (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km and 
β3 = -0.9533 ps3/km) and two complementary SMF fibers used for pulse compression 
(2OD and 3OD compensation) can be examined.  Figure 3.8 shows how Ntp varies with 
modulation bandwidth, assuming that the system is used with an optical source that 
produces 200fs Gaussian pulses.  Figure 3.9 shows how both Ntp and ηapp vary with the 
input Gaussian pulsewidth, assuming that a 40GHz modulator is used.  The approximate 
potential shaping complexity increases with the pulsewidth of the initial optical signal, 
but increasingly longer lengths of fiber are needed in order to achieve a comparable 
maximum number of temporal pixels.  Figure 3.8 shows that an increase in optical 
modulation bandwidth can improve the number of temporal pixels greatly.   
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 Of course, the optical modulation bandwidth is limited by the electronics used to 
drive the modulator as well as the modulator itself, and if it could be increased without 
limit, OAWG could easily be performed by simple and direct optical modulation.  
Currently, the bandwidth of a LiNbO3 modulator can be designed to be 100GHz or 
higher.[24]  This means that the maximum approximate potential pulse shaping complexity 
of 110 can be exceeded by the maximum number of temporal pixels when 2km of the 
DCF fiber is used with a 200fs Gaussian optical pulse in the OAWG system if the 
modulator is driven with signals above 70GHz.  In such a situation, the OAWG system is 
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Figure 3.8: Maximum number of temporal pixels and minimum and maximum approximate pulse 
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Figure 3.9: Maximum number of temporal pixels and minimum and maximum approximate pulse 




COMPUTER MODELING AND SIMULATIONS 
 
Introduction 
 In considering the theory of the previous chapter in propagating an optical signal 
through a fiber, it is impossible to determine analytical expressions for the output signal 
using the NLSE or propagation equation if the input signal has an arbitrary shape.  Only, 
under specific conditions and assumptions with specific input signals can an expression 
be derived for the output signal.  Adding a modulator between two fiber media can even 
make it harder to predict exactly what the output waveform should like.  Therefore, 
before constructing the OAWG system, it would be extremely beneficial to model the 
entire system to be able to simulate how it would operate under a variety of conditions 
and with different input optical signals.  This includes being able to simulate an arbitrary 
signal propagating through a fiber with given dispersion, loss, and nonlinear 
characteristics and being modulated with a nonideal Lithium Niobate modulator.  This 
chapter gives the details of the modeling and simulation that was done (mostly using 
Matlab) in order to test the performance of the proposed OAWG system using dispersive 
fibers. 
Modeling of fiber propagation 
 Fiber dispersion in the absence of absorption and nonlinearity is very easily 
modeled since it can be viewed as multiplication in the Fourier domain looking at 
Equation 3.8.  Using an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of the input optical pulse envelope 
and an IFFT (inverse Fast Fourier Transform) of the spectrum of the dispersed pulse 
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envelope in Matlab, a simulation of a pulse propagating through a strictly dispersive fiber 
can be performed very quickly.  Matlab code was written to model this phenomenon for 
an arbitrary optical pulse envelope and a fiber with arbitrary β2, β3, and β4.  Several input 
pulses were propagated through standard SMF fiber and compared against several 
benchmarks.  The graphs comparing the simulated output with the benchmarks can be 
found in Appendix A. 
 When a pulse is propagating through in a fiber with nontrivial nonlinear and 
absorption characteristics, the above code would not be practical in predicting the output.  
This is shown in Figure 4.1 below where higher-powered pulses experience higher SPM 
effects, and their outputs deviate from the lower-powered pulse that experiences 
negligible SPM effects.  A highly accurate and useful tool in the modeling of nonlinear 
fiber propagation is the split-step Fourier method.  The split-step Fourier technique is a 
well-known method to tackle the nonlinearity and dispersion in the nonlinear Schrödinger 
equation.  The basic formalism consists of a half step of dispersion, followed by a half 
step of nonlinearity.  In the half step of nonlinearity, Equation 3.23 or 3.24 can be used to 
find the output pulse in the absence of dispersion.   
 Since the nonlinearity is dependent on the intensity, an iterative nonlinear solver 
is used.  An accurate method to estimate the z-step size is determined by considering the 
typical length scales in the simulation, e.g. the dispersive length scale LD (T0
2/|β2|) and the 
nonlinear length scale LN (1/γP0, where P0 is the peak power of the input pulse). Since the 
nonlinear length scale is power dependent, at very high powers, a small z-step has to be 
considered to accurately model the nonlinearity.  Using small z-steps makes the split-step 
Fourier technique simulate nonlinear propagation with less error, but it increases the 
number of FFTs that need to be taken over a given distance and the time to run a 
simulation as a result. [19]  Keeping this in mind, code was written to implement the split-
step Fourier technique to numerically solve the NLSE and propagation equation and give 
a simulated output for pulse propagation through a fiber with given dispersive, loss, and 
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nonlinear characteristics.  The original program written to simulate dispersion was used 
in the dispersion step of the split-step Fourier technique, while additional Matlab code 
was used to model the nonlinearity for the nonlinear step.  More benchmarking exercises 
were simulated to verify that the code was running accurately and producing correct and 
expected outputs.  Plots of the output of the split-step Fourier code can be found in 
Appendix A. 
 As mentioned before, the Fourier split-step method can be very accurate in 
simulating pulse propagation in fibers provided that the z-step size is well under LN.  
Figure 4.2 compares outputs obtained by simulations with different step-sizes when using 
the Fourier split-step method to propagate an initial Gaussian pulse through two 
complementary fibers.  However, over the course of propagation through a length of 
fiber, the peak power can vary and hence longer step sizes can be taken if the peak power 
decreases.  It would be useful for the propagation program to be able to determine the 
longest step to take in a given split-step iteration without sacrificing too much accuracy.  
To optimize the propagation code using the split-step method and decrease computation 
time, variable length step-sizes were used similar to the approach demonstrated by Sinkin 
et al.[25]   
 In this modified Fourier split-step implementation, relative error is calculated 
between the solution of a split-step iteration taken with one coarse z-step and that of two 
sequential split-step iterations taken with half of the coarse z-step.  If the relative error is 
below a desired level, then a suitable combination of the coarse-step solution and the 
finer-step solution is used as the output pulse after the z-step.  For the next iteration, the 
length step is increased.  However, if the relative error is above a desired level, then the 
solutions are discarded, the z-step size is decreased, and the process is repeated.  Using 
this modification, the propagation program can determine the right step-size to use for the 
split-step method and simulate pulse dispersion and compression with greatly reduced 
computation time and increased accuracy.  Figure 4.3 below illustrates the improvement 
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in the performance of the split-step Fourier technique as a result of using variable step-
sizes. 
 Next, a program was written to use the split-step Fourier technique to simulate the 
pulse dispersion and compression of a 71fs (half-width intensity 1/e point) Gaussian 
pulse after propagating through specified commercial DCF and SMF fibers achieving 
approximately 4000X (4000 times) pulse expansion.  In writing the code to do pulse 
dispersion and compression using 2OD compensation in a given SMF and a DCF fiber, it 
became apparent that in achieving 4000X pulse expansion on a 71fs pulse, third-order 
dispersion becomes very conspicuous after pulse compression.  This is because the length 
of fiber over which dispersion and compression occurs traverses a good number of third-
order dispersal lengths (LD
').  Therefore, additional code was written to do pulse 
dispersion and compression over four different types of commercial fiber (two 
anomalously and two normally dispersive fibers) as opposed to only two complementary 
fibers in order to do both second- and third-order dispersion compensation.   
 Only three fibers are sufficient to accomplish this, but the use of four different 
types of fiber allows for more flexibility in choosing the lengths of each type of fiber.  
So, when given two lengths for the two normally dispersive fibers with arbitrary 
dispersion coefficients, the program can automatically find the necessary lengths of the 
anomalously dispersive fibers so that 2OD and 3OD compensation is realized.  As a 
result, if the input pulse goes through the entire OAWG system without modulation, the 
output can more closely resemble the input.  An illustration of this fact is shown in Figure 
4.4 below.  
 In order to sufficiently sample the initial, dispersed, and recompressed pulse in a 
fixed time window, a large number of sample points were required, lengthening the 
amount of computation time to perform a FFT and IFFT and significantly increasing the 
amount of time to run the overall code.  Thus, in coding the propagation program, it 
became advantageous to implement a variable time window during simulation to 
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significantly cut down the computation time.  The time window algorithm used in our 
propagation program is described below, and a similar variable time window algorithm 
can be found in a paper by Shen et al. [26]    
 Initially, a certain number of samples in a specified time window were used to 
sample the initial pulse.  As the pulse began to broaden, if the edge of the pulse was 
within –150dB of the peak power, then the number of samples and the width of the time 
window were doubled provided that the time window was not too large.  The maximum 
number of samples was limited to 262, 145.  If the sampled signal intensity is less than –
150dB relative to the peak power in the first and last quarters of the time window during 
pulse compression, then the time window was halved and the samples in the first and last 
quarters of the time window were removed.  The amount of computation time saved by 
this variable time window algorithm in simulating 4000X pulse expansion and 
compression can be a little less than half the amount of time it takes to run a fixed time 
window simulation.  A comparison of the outputs of a fixed time window simulation and 
a variable time window simulation is shown below in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.   
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Figure 4.1: Demonstration of the effect of nonlinearity on the output after the propagation of a 70.7fs 
Gaussian pulse through 5m of DCF using split-step technique.  Here P0 denotes peak power, LD 




 In Figure 4.1, the higher-powered Gaussian pulses experience more broadening, 
while the Gaussian pulse of peak power 1pW experiences a negligible nonlinear effect on 
its pulsewidth and undergoes the least amount of broadening.  The initial pulse into the 
DCF was a 70.7fs Gaussian pulse.  The power in the graph is normalized to the peak 
power.  The characteristics of the DCF fiber that was used are β2 = -101.97 ps2/km, β3 = 0 






























Dispersion and Compression of Gaussian pulse through      
4.76LN = 5m of DCF and 6.04LN =25m of SMF      
length step = LD
0.048LN DCF; 0.0604LN SMF
length step = 5*LD
0.238*LN DCF; 0.302LN SMF
length step = 20*LD
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Figure 4.2: Dispersion and compression of 70.7fs 190.32W peak power Gaussian pulse after 5m of 




 The simulation shown in Figure 4.2 was run to observe the significance of the size 
of the length step using the split-step technique.  In this case, the SMF and DCF fibers 
have opposing total second-order dispersion, but third-order dispersion is not completely 
compensated as seen by the cubic phase distortion of the output pulse.  The assumed 
characteristic values for the SMF fiber were β2 = -20.3931 ps2/km, β3 = 0.1282ps3/km, β4 
= 0 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.27W-1/km, and λ0 = 1550 nm.  The assumed 
characteristic values for the DCF fiber were β2 = -101.97 ps2/km, β3 = 0 ps3/km, β4 = 0 
ps4/km, α = 0.55dB/km, γ = 5W-1/km, λ = 1550 nm.  It can be seen that not too much 
accuracy is lost by increasing the step size from 0.06LN (where LN = 1/γP0) to 0.3LN in 
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the SMF.  However, a more noticeable amount of error is visible in increasing the step 
size from 0.3LN to 1.21LN in the SMF.   
 It is safe to assume from this that as long as the length step stays well enough 
below LN, the solution obtained from simulation is fairly accurate.  A heuristic argument 
to explain this assumption is that if the length step is sufficiently less than LN, then the 
length step could be accurately simulated by its dispersive properties, which do not 
require a split-step technique, but mainly a simple Fourier and inverse Fourier transform.  
Using this result, given a length of SMF and DCF fiber, some approximate limits on the 
length step can be determined in the use of the split-step technique to simulate pulse 
compression and dispersion. 
 
 












































Figure 4.3: Plot showing the number of split-steps versus global RMS amplitude error for 
simulations using fixed and variable step-sizes.  The number of split-steps is approximately 





 Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the number of Fourier split-steps (each split-step 
requiring 3 FFTs and 3 inverse FFTs) versus the global error in RMS amplitude (square 
root of the instantaneous pulse power) for a dispersion and compression simulation using 
a 1550nm, 70.7fs-pulsewidth, 100W peak power Gaussian input pulse.  The length of 
initial DCF fiber (β2 = -101.97 ps2/km, β3 = -0.3366 ps3/km, β4 = 0 ps4/km, α = 
0.55dB/km, γ = 5W-1/km, λ0 = 1550 nm) was 10m, and the length of the subsequent SMF 
fiber (β2 = -20.3931 ps2/km, β3 = 0.1282ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, 
γ = 1.27W-1/km, and λ0 = 1550 nm) was 50m.  It is easily seen from the Figure 4.3 that 
for the same global error, using the program that takes variable split-step Fourier step-
sizes can decrease the number of Fourier split-steps by one to two orders of magnitude 
less, provided the required global error is less than 1e-3 (10-3).  When the global error 
exceeds 0.1 to 1 percent, not too much benefit is gained in using variable step-sizes over 



























Dispersion and Compression of 
100W peak power 70.7fs Gaussian pulse  







Figure 4.4: Propagation of 100W peak power 70.7fs Gaussian pulse through 4400LD of DCF and 
subsequent recompression through either a complementary length of SMF (two-fiber system) or a 
complementary medium of 2 different SMFs (three-fiber system). 
 
 
 Figure 4.4 shows the difference obtained when using three fibers to do both 
second- and third-order dispersion compensation as opposed to using two fibers to do 
only second-order dispersion compensation.  The original 70.7fs 100W Gaussian pulse is 
compared to the output of the three-fiber system and the output of the two-fiber system.  
The three fibers that were used were a DCF fiber (β2 = 121.0838 ps2/km, β3 = -1.2023 
ps3/km, β4 = 3.463e-3 ps4/km, α = 0.5938dB/km, γ = 7.3W-1/km), an SMF fiber (β2 =  -
21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.073W-
1/km), and a second SMF fiber (β2 = -5.6081 ps2/km, β3 = 0.0791 ps3/km, β4 = -2.37e-4 
ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.793W-1/km).  The three-fiber system used 181.7m of the 
DCF fiber, 519.6m of the first SMF fiber, and 1.9188km of the second SMF fiber, while 
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the two-fiber system used 181.7m of the DCF fiber, 1.017km of the first SMF fiber, and 
0m of the second SMF fiber.  Figure 4.4 shows how helpful a three-fiber system can be in 
performing second- and third-order dispersion compensation with three fibers that have 
arbitrary β2 and β3 and the importance of third-order dispersion compensation.  The 
difference between the output of the three-fiber system and the input signal can be 































   
   





Figure 4.5: Plot of time window width versus split-step iteration for fixed time window and variable 
time window simulations.  The time window width is proportional to the number of samples used to 


























Dispersion and Compression of 70.7fs 100W Gaussian pulse through            




Figure 4.6: Plot of output pulse after propagation through a 2OD- and 3OD-compensated three-fiber 




 Pulse expansion and compression was simulated in the propagation of a 100W 
70.7fs Gaussian pulse through a three-fiber system with second- and third-order 
dispersion compensation in order to test the performance of the variable time window 
simulation code relative to the fixed time window simulation code in terms of speed of 
simulation and error in simulation.  Plots of the width of the variable time window are 
shown in Figure 4.5.  The three fibers that were used in simulation were a DCF fiber (β2 = 
121.0838 ps2/km, β3 = -1.2023 ps3/km, β4 = 3.463e-3 ps4/km, α = 0.5938dB/km, γ = 
7.3W-1/km), an SMF fiber (β2 =  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 
ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.073W-1/km), and a second SMF fiber (β2 = -5.6081 ps2/km, 
β3 = 0.0791 ps3/km, β4 = -2.37e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.793W-1/km).  The 
lengths of each fiber were 181.7m of the DCF fiber, 519.6m of the first SMF fiber, and 
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1.9188km of the second SMF fiber.  The output waveforms for both the fixed time 
window and variable time window simulations are shown in Figure 4.6. 
 The RMS amplitude (square root of pulse power) error between the two 
simulation outputs (fixed time window and variable time window) was found to be 
2.07%, which is relatively small.  The amount of computation time of the variable time 
window simulation was a little less than half the amount of computation time of the fixed 
time window simulation.  This reduction in computation time is a great improvement 
considering that depending on the simulation, the fixed time window simulation could 
take between 1 and 4 hours of computation time.  Also, looking at Figure 4.6, the 
difference in output waveforms is not that much, so the decrease in computation time 
may be a benefit that greatly outweighs the possible error created by using a variable time 
window.   
 
Modeling and simulation with modulation 
 After modeling fiber propagation and benchmarking the code used to simulate 
fiber propagation, code was written to model the entire OAWG system including the 
modulator.  In order to verify the pulse shaping capabilities of the OAWG system under 
ideal conditions (linear propagation, no higher-order dispersion and ideal modulation), a 
benchmark modulating waveform was used on a dispersed pulse in order to obtain a 
desired shaped output signal.  Figure 4.7 shows the modulating waveform and the 
modulated dispersed Gaussian pulse.  The dispersed Gaussian pulse was obtained after 
propagating a 100W 70.7fs Gaussian pulse through 1km of SMF fiber (β2 = -21.6321 
ps2/km) with no nonlinearities and no higher-order dispersion.  The modulating 
waveform can be considered as a 106.1Gb/s binary phase-only filter of 44 temporal 
pixels (0 or pi) and 414.75ps in duration over the center of the dispersed Gaussian pulse.  
Over this duration, the Gaussian pulse can be considered as being approximately flat.  
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The rest of the Gaussian pulse can be thought of as being modulated with a binary 
amplitude-only filter (0 or 1) that completely attenuates the part of the dispersed 
Gaussian pulse not being modulated by the phase-only filter.  In this sense, the 
modulating waveform may be modeled as cascaded binary phase-only and amplitude-
only filters. The resulting output after compression through a complementary length of 
DCF fiber, with no nonlinearity or higher order dispersion, is shown in Figure 4.8.  This 
is in good agreement with the expected output of a similar OAWG system using the same 

































Figure 4.7: RMS amplitude (square root of power) of modulated dispersed Gaussian and the 


























AWG system output using cascaded 








 We now examine our OAWG system in a more practical setting using fibers with 
realistic dispersive and nonlinear characteristics. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the benefit of 
using a three-fiber system over a two-fiber system to do second- and third-order 
dispersion compensation in an OAWG setup.  An initial 100W peak power 70.7fs 
Gaussian pulse was propagated through 141.434m of DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km, 
β3 = -0.9533ps3/km, β4 = 2.515e-3 ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km), 
modulated with the waveform shown in Figure 4.7, propagated through 963.6m of one 
SMF fiber (β2 =  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 
0.22dB/km, γ = 1.073W-1/km), and 140.5m of a second SMF fiber (β2 = -5.6081 ps2/km, 
β3 = 0.0791 ps3/km, β4 = -2.37e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.793W-1/km).  The length 
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of the DCF fiber was chosen to give the same pulse broadening of that of 1 km of the first 
SMF fiber.  This is so that ideally the generated waveform should match that of the 
Figure 4.8.  However, as a result of third-order dispersion, the output waveform is 
slightly different from the output shown in Figure 4.8.  As indicated by Equation 3.21, 
the third-order dispersion has a greater effect on temporal features farther away from the 
middle of the temporal window. 
 Another simulation was run using a two-fiber system that provides the same 
second-order dispersion compensation as the three-fiber system; however, the 3OD was 
left uncompensated.  The two fibers that were used were a DCF fiber (β2 = 121.0838 
ps2/km, β3 = -1.2023 ps3/km, β4 = 3.463e-3 ps4/km, α = 0.5938dB/km, γ = 7.3W-1/km) 
and an SMF fiber (β2 = -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 
0.22dB/km, γ = 1.073W-1/km).  The two-fiber system used 181.7m of the DCF fiber and 
1.017km of the first SMF fiber.  Both the three- and two-fiber systems were compared to 
a linear system with no third- or fourth- order dispersion.  The results are shown in Figure 
4.9.  Because of the residual 3OD, there is a great amount of discrepancy between the 


























































Figure 4.9: Top plot compares the simulated outputs of an OAWG system using linear fibers without 
3OD and using nonlinear fibers with uncompensated 3OD.  Bottom plot compares the simulated 
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Figure 4.11: Propagation of 70.7fs 100W Gaussian pulse through 4326.4LD of DCF.  Modulated 




 In order to demonstrate both the pulse shaping capabilities of the three-fiber 
OAWG system and show the effects of a nonideal modulator, a simulation was run 
involving an ideal Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) amplitude modulator (with no risetime 
effects, ideal on-off ratio, and constant Vπ(λ)), an amplitude modulator with a power 
extinction ratio of -40dB and constant Vπ of 6.6V, and an amplitude modulator with a 
power extinction ratio of -40dB and R = 2 (see Eq. 3.28 and Eq. 3.29).  The R-value for a 
LiNbO3 is usually 2 for a wavelength of 1550nm.  The fibers used in this simulation are 
141.434m of a DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km, β3 = -0.9533ps3/km, β4 = 2.515e-3 
ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km), 963.6m of a SMF fiber (β2 = -
21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.073W-
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1/km), and 140.5m of a second SMF fiber (β2 = -5.6081 ps2/km, β3 = 0.0791 ps3/km, β4 = 
-2.37e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.793W-1/km).  The lengths of these fibers ensured 
second- and third-order dispersion compensation.  The amplitude modulation was 
accomplished by doing simple on-off modulation at 106.1Gb/s with 244 pixels (2300ps 
in duration or 9.43ps/pixel).  Only two of the 244 pixels (the 120th and 124th pixels) are 
nonzero.  With amplitude modulation using an EO modulator, this corresponds to 
applying 0V during these pixels and a voltage of Vπ for all other times.  Figure 4.10 
shows the applied voltage while Figure 4.11 shows the dispersed Gaussian pulse before 
undergoing modulation and after being modulated for nonideal modulation with R = 0 
and R = 2.  The output waveforms after compression of the modulated Gaussian pulse for 
the ideal and nonideal modulation cases are given in Figure 4.12. 
 To verify that the ideal output in Figure 4.12 is what should be expected, the 
modulating and output waveforms will be briefly examined.  The modulating waveform 
can be approximated by two delta functions located at about 18.85ps away from the 
center of the dispersed pulse.  Using the result from Equation 3.19, this corresponds to an 
approximate output frequency of ∆ω = ∆t/(β2z1).  Therefore, the output shown in Figure 
4.12 should be a cosine-squared function, having spectral components equal to 2∆ω and a 
period of π/∆ω = 3.6ps.  This is consistent with Figure 4.12; however, the envelope of 
this cosine-squared output can be attributed to the fact that the modulating waveform is 
actually closer to two square pulses than two delta functions. 
 The difference between output waveforms with different modulator characteristics 
can be seen in Figure 4.12.  The outputs for all three cases are very similar except for at 
the center of the time window.  In the case where R is equal to zero and the power 
extinction ratio is –40dB, there is a dip in the output at the center of the generated 
waveform.  For the case when R is 2, the output develops a large dip and a large peak at 
the center of the waveform.  In both nonideal modulation cases, the deviation from the 
ideal modulation OAWG output at the center of the time window is a result of the 
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nonideal switching ratio.  The undiminished energy contained in the time pixels of a 
modulated dispersed Gaussian pulse when the applied voltage is Vπ0 (or Vπ) shows up as 
large distortions at the center of the output waveform.  These distortions appear large 
since the ideal output waveform has a very weak peak power relative to the peak power 
of the input optical signal.  For the nonzero R case, the distortions are larger due to the 
variation of Vπ over the dispersed wavelengths of the broadened pulse resulting in more 
undiminished energy at higher frequencies (relative to the center frequency). The input 
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 In order to see the effect of a limited modulation bandwidth, a 1mW soliton 
(hyperbolic secant) pulse of 200fs duration (0.5673 times the soliton full-width half 
maximum) was sent through an OAWG system.  The initial soliton was propagated 
through 440m of a DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km, β3 = -0.9533 ps3/km, β4 = 2.515e-3 
ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km) and modulated by an ideal amplitude 
modulator driven by a binary signal.  The binary amplitude modulation was a 20-bit 
pattern (11011010101010011000) applied across the center of the dispersed soliton using 
bitrates of 10, 40, and 188.7Gb/s.  The rest of the dispersed soliton was completely 
attenuated.  The dispersed soliton and the amplitude modulating waveforms for the 
different modulating bitrates are shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.   
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Figure 4.14: Amplitude modulating waveforms for a 20-bit pattern of 188.7Gb/s and 40Gb/s centered 


































Figure 4.15: Amplitude modulating waveforms for a 20-bit pattern of 40Gb/s and 10Gb/s centered 


































































 After modulation, the modulated pulse was recompressed after propagating 
through 2.998km of one SMF fiber (β2 =  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -
3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.313W-1/km) and 427m of a second SMF fiber 
(β2 = -5.7355 ps2/km, β3 = 0.0809 ps3/km, β4 = -2.4286e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 
2.445W-1/km).  The outputs for the different modulation bitrates are shown in Figures 
4.16 and 4.17.  The time axis is normalized by the spectral resolution (time per bit or 
pixel divided by β2,DCFzDCF), while the power is normalized so that the integral of the 
output over normalized time is one.  This normalization allows for the comparison of the 
quality of shaped outputs using time-dilated or time-compressed versions of the same 
modulating waveform.  The outputs in Figure 4.16 are similar because in both cases, the 
modulation is performed on the portion of the dispersed optical pulse that is relatively flat 
and above the –3dB point.  This also means that the passed (non-attenuated) spectral 
elements are so close to the center frequency that the output waveform has slowly 
varying temporal features when compared to the initial pulse (which is a measure of the 
smallest temporal feature).   
 However, in Figure 4.17, the waveform generated by 10Gb/s modulation is 
significantly different than its 40Gb/s counterpart.  In the 10Gb/s case, the amplitude 
modulation has nonzero elements that experience attenuation due to the dispersed pulse 
envelope.  This means that the higher spectral elements that are further deviated from the 
center wavelength are attenuated, and the smaller temporal features in the output 
waveform are blurred due to convolution with the initial soliton pulse.  In looking at this 
from the perspective of the normalized time output shown in Figure 4.17, the initial 
soliton pulse has a broader pulsewidth over normalized time as the modulation bitrate 
decreases.  So, the minimum temporal feature over normalized time increases in duration 
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as the bitrate decreases leading to the severe blurring of the output waveform in the 
10Gb/s case. 
 To study the effects of nonideal amplitude modulation, a 70.7fs 100W Gaussian 
pulse was propagated through 141.434m of a DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km, β3 = -
0.9533 ps3/km, β4 = 2.515e-3 ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km).  An 
amplitude modulating waveform was applied over the center of the dispersed Gaussian 
pulse.  The input voltage is shown in Figure 4.18 and was a 10Gb/s binary digital 
waveform (0 or Vπ0) of 23 time pixels (2300ps in total duration).  For the nonideal EO 
modulator, R was equal to 2, the power switching ratio was 1e-4, and the risetime of the 
modulating waveform was 40ps.  A voltage of Vπ0 (equal to 6.6V) was applied on the odd 
time pixels of the dispersed pulse, while no voltage was applied on the even time pixels 
of the dispersed pulse.  After the dispersed 100W 70.7fs Gaussian pulse was modulated 
with the amplitude modulating waveforms shown in Figure 4.19, the modulated pulse 
was propagated through 963.6m of one SMF fiber  (β2 =  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 
ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.313W-1/km) and 137.269m of a 
second SMF fiber (β2 = -5.7355 ps2/km, β3 = 0.0809 ps3/km, β4 = -2.4286e-4 ps4/km, α = 
0.22dB/km, γ = 2.445W-1/km).  The OAWG system outputs are shown in Figure 4.20. 
 Looking at the OAWG outputs in Figure 4.20, the increasing attenuation of the 
satellite pulses is due to the nonzero risetime of the nonideal modulation.  The risetime is 
an indication of the lowpass filtering effect of a noticeable modulation bandwidth.  As a 
result, higher modulation frequencies in the desired modulating waveform face higher 
attenuation and as a result satellite pulses further away from the center of the time 
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Figure 4.19: Ten Gb/s amplitude modulating waveforms for an ideal modulation and nonideal 
































Figure 4.20: Comparison of OAWG outputs using ideal modulation and nonideal modulation with a 




 To consider the effects of nonideal phase modulation, the case where the 
modulating waveform is a complex exponential or applies linear phase to the optical 
signal can be studied.  This case was already studied mathematically and can be 
summarized by Equations 3.19, 3.21, or 3.22 depending on the strength of the third- and 
fourth-order dispersion coefficients of the fibers.  However, the variation of Vπ and the 
modulation bandwidth can alter the relationships in Equation 3.19, 3.21, and 3.22.  So, a 
simulation was run where voltage was applied to change the phase of a dispersed optical 
soliton 24.19rads/ns using a phase modulator.  A 100mW peak power, 200fs soliton was 
propagated through 440m of a DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km, β3 = -0.9533 ps3/km, β4 
= 2.515e-3 ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km) and modulated with a phase 
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modulator with different modulation bandwidths.  The applied voltage is shown in Figure 
4.21, and the phase modulating waveforms are shown in Figure 4.22 and 4.23.   
 In the ideal modulation case, the risetime was 0ps and R = 0.   In the nonideal 
modulation cases in Figure 4.22, the risetime was 10ps, R = 2, and there were only seven 
available voltage levels for the modulator driver: 0V, ±Vπ/3, ±2Vπ/3, and ±Vπ.  These 
voltages corresponded to six phases: 0, ±π/3, ±2π/3, and ±π radians.  The risetime 
affected the transition to these phases.  The two different nonideal modulators had drive 
speeds of 8.7GHz and 17.4GHz.  In the nonideal modulation case in Figure 4.23, the 
risetime was 30ps and R = 0.  After modulation, the modulated signals in all cases were 
propagated through 2.998km of one SMF fiber (β2 =  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 
ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.582W-1/km) and 437.1m of a 
second SMF fiber (β2 = -5.6081 ps2/km, β3 = 0.07908 ps3/km, β4 = -2.3735e-4 ps4/km, α = 
0.22dB/km, γ = 2.4947W-1/km).   
  
   






















Figure 4.21: Applied voltage to a LiNbO3 phase modulator with Vπ0 = 6.6V to achieve linear phase 









































Figure 4.22: Ideal linear phase modulating waveform with no risetime and corresponding 17.4GHz 











































































Figure 4.24: OAWG system outputs with linear phase modulation of a dispersed 200fs 100mW 
soliton-shaped (hyperbolic secant) pulse.  A 7-level phase modulator with 10ps risetime was used in 


























Figure 4.25: OAWG system outputs with phase modulation of a dispersed 200fs 100mW soliton-




 Using the results of Equation 3.19, it can be shown that the expected output 
waveform after phase modulation of 24.19rads/ns is the input pulse shifted over to the 
right 1.63ps.  The OAWG outputs corresponding to the ideal and nonideal modulation 
cases are shown in Figures 4.24 and 4.25.  As a result of a combination of temporal 
pixellation effects and limitations to the voltage levels, the nonideal phase modulation 
causes energy from the ideal shifted pulse to be transferred to temporal sidelobes.  When 
looking at Figure 4.22, in the case of the 8.7GHz modulation, the modulation is so slow 
that the modulating waveform appears to have significant spectral content at around half 
its frequency (4.35GHz).  This explains the shifted pulse at about 2ps, which is close to 
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the expected shifted pulse at 4.35GHz of 1.84ps.  At a modulation frequency of 17.4GHz, 
the deviation from the ideal case is much less pronounced but still observable.  In Figure 
4.25, the effect of risetime seems to transfer a little bit of energy from the expected time-
shifted pulse to a train of pulses separated by the time shift of 1.63ps.  Figures 4.24 and 
4.25 show the importance of the risetime, the modulation bandwidth and amplitude 
leveling, and the R parameter on the modulation capabilities of an EO modulator and 
pulse shaping quality of this OAWG system. 
 
Simulation using phase modulation for third-order dispersion compensation 
 A method that could be used in improving the TBWP and potential pulse shaping 
complexity of our system is to perform cubic phase compensation and phase modulation 
in the middle of pulse dispersion and compression.  This was mentioned before and an 
illustration of a possible implementation can be seen in Figure 3.4.  If a fiber similar to 
TrueWave RS SMF fiber, which has a very low β2 and high β3/β2, is used, then this 
implementation can be realized with reasonable lengths of fiber.  So, a simulation was 
run to show the possible improvement that this technique could have.  Again, a 100mW 
200fs soliton was the input pulse.  In the case where the OAWG system had no 3OD or 
higher-order dispersion, the soliton was propagated through 440m of a DCF fiber (β2 = 
152.9479 ps2/km, β3 = 0 ps3/km, β4 = 0 ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km).  
Otherwise, the DCF fiber had β3 = -0.9533 ps3/km and β4 = 2.515e-3 ps4/km.  The 
dispersed soliton outputs after the DCF fiber without 3OD and with 3OD are shown in 
the top half of Figure 4.26. 
 After propagating through a DCF fiber, an ideal phase modulating waveform 
(zero risetime and constant Vπ) was applied over the center of the dispersed soliton.  The 
ideal modulating waveform is shown in the bottom half of Figure 4.26 and was an 
86.96Gb/s binary digital waveform (0 or Vπ0) of 200 time pixels (2300ps in total 
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duration).  A voltage of Vπ0 (equal to 6.6V) was applied on the odd time pixels of the 
dispersed pulse, while no voltage was applied on the even time pixels of the dispersed 
pulse.  After modulation, the pulse was propagated through 2.998km of an SMF fiber (β2 
=  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 
1.313W-1/km), and 427 of a second SMF fiber (β2 = -5.7355 ps2/km, β3 = 0.0809 ps3/km, 
β4 = -2.4286e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 2.445W-1/km) in the case where the OAWG 
system had 3OD.  In the case where the OAWG system was assumed to have no higher 
3OD, the third- and fourth- order dispersion coefficients of each SMF fiber were set to 
zero.  The second SMF fiber was modeled off of TrueWave RS SMF fiber, whose 2OD 
and 3OD characteristics make it a possible choice for compensating the 3OD in a DCF 
and maintaining a good amount of 2OD.   
 The OAWG system outputs for the cases where the fibers had nonzero 3OD and 
neglected 3OD are shown in Figures 4.28 and 4.29.  In Figure 4.28, only the OAWG 
output for the case where the fibers had nonzero 3OD is shown.  The broadening of 
satellite pulse further away from the center of the time window is slightly observable. A 
plot showing higher temporal resolution is given in Figure 4.29.  Figure 4.29 shows the 
effect of 3OD on the broadening of satellite pulses as opposed to the case where the 
OAWG system contains fibers without 3OD.  This illustrates the degradation of TBWP 
due to the presence of 3OD.  These broadened satellite pulses are also harder to detect 
due to the decrease in peak power.  In order to see the improvement of using phase 
modulation to do third-order dispersion compensation, the initial soliton was dispersed 
through 3.111km of SMF (β2 =  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 
ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.313W-1/km).  This length of this particular SMF provides 
the same 2OD as 440m of the DCF fiber.   
 Cubic phase modulation to eliminate the 3OD of the first SMF was provided 
using the modulation waveforms shown in Figure 4.27.  The top half of Figure 4.27 
shows the ideal modulation waveform, while the bottom plot shows nonideal modulation 
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with a 55.65GHz electronic arbitrary waveform generator (can update voltage levels in 
about 18ps) with 5ps risetime and a LiNbO3 modulator with R = 2.  The cubic phase 
modulation can be determined by considering that fiber 3OD introduces a cubic phase 
modulation of its own on the frequency components of the initial pulse.  By assuming 
that a frequency component (relative to the center frequency), ω, of the initial pulse is 
located at a temporal location, β2ωz, from the center of the pulse, 3OD can be seen as 



































































Here, B(ω) and B2(ω) are the spectra of the dispersed pulse and the dispersed pulse 
neglecting 3OD effects, respectively, and z is the length of the initial SMF fiber with 
2OD and 3OD  parameters, β2 and β3.  In (4.1), t is the retarded time in the reference 
frame of the dispersed pulse.  Using a cubic modulation that offsets the exponential term 
in (4.1) will approximately negate the effect of the 3OD in the first fiber. 
 After applying this cubic phase modulation, the ideally modulated signal was 
modulated by the ideal modulating waveform shown in Figure 4.26, and the signal that 
underwent nonideal cubic phase modulation was modulated by the nonideal modulating 
waveform also shown in Figure 4.26.  After the second modulation, the signals were sent 
through 788.4m of the DCF fiber (β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km, β3 = -0.9533 ps3/km, β4 = 
2.515e-3 ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km) and 9.29km of the second SMF 
fiber based on TrueWave RS SMF.  The OAWG output due to ideal modulation is shown 
in Figures 4.29-4.31, while the OAWG output due nonideal modulation is shown in 
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Figures 4.30 and 4.31.  In Figure 4.29, the improvement in the shaped output by using 
cubic phase modulation for 3OD compensation is definitely observed.  There is no 
observable broadening in the output satellite pulses, and the only difference between it 
and the ideal situation with 3OD completely absent is the attenuation of the satellite 
pulses.  Almost all of this attenuation is caused by the loss of going through the extra 
length of the second SMF fiber.  Over such a length of fiber, fiber loss becomes 
increasingly apparent.  The deviations seen between the nonideal and the ideal 
modulation cases in Figures 4.30 and 4.31 can be attributed largely to the effect of the 
risetime on the phase modulating waveform seen in Figure 4.26.   
 The risetime and hence the modulation bandwidth causes increasing attenuation in 
the output satellite pulses located farther from the center of the time window.  Also, it 
takes away energy from the expected satellite pulses to form an undesired pulse train.  
One of the pulses from this pulse train can be clearly seen in the rightmost figure in 
Figure 4.31.  This unwanted pulse at t = 0 has one-third of the peak power of the output 
waveform.  This shows that clearly the modulation bandwidth and risetime can pose 
some problems in trying to generate an arbitrary waveform.  Also, in terms of being able 
to use this cubic phase modulation technique to improve the TBWP, the main problems 
are the significant increase in fiber length, which in itself is creates a size issue but also 
may result in 4OD being a problem, and the increased fiber loss due to longer lengths of 
fiber.  If these problems can be addressed, an OAWG system using commercial fibers can 
realize large TBWPs and pulse complexities in a highly reconfigurable environment. 
  













































Figure 4.26: Top plot shows the very similar intensity profiles of a dispersed soliton through a 
dispersive fiber with 3OD and without 3OD.  The bottom plot compares the phase modulating 



















































Figure 4.27: Phase modulating waveforms for 3OD compensation.  Top plot shows the ideal 
modulating waveform.  Bottom plot shows the modulating waveform generated by a voltage 
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Figure 4.29: Shaped waveforms of OAWG systems with higher-order dispersion, without higher-

































Figure 4.30:  Outputs from OAWG system using phase-modulated 3OD compensation with ideal 




















































Figure 4.31:  Zoomed-in plot of outputs from OAWG system using phase-modulated 3OD 





 In this chapter, results were displayed from the Matlab code that was developed 
for fiber propagation and OAWG system modeling. The code was useful in studying the 
various components of the OAWG system such as the optical fiber and the modulator and 
how the characteristics of each of these components can affect pulse shaping.  The 
simulations discussed above give a good idea of the potential limitations and pulse 
shaping capabilities of our OAWG system in a real-world setting.  The significance of 
3OD and higher-order dispersion of the fiber, the power switching ratio (and as a result 
γm) and R parameter of the modulator, the modulation bandwidth and risetime, and the 
quantization and temporal pixellation of to the EO modulator RF driver can be seen from 
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the simulations in this chapter.  All of these phenomena can have a great impact on the 
ability to truly generate an arbitrary waveform when considering things such as temporal 
resolution, potential shaping complexity and TBWP, and pulse shaping fidelity.   
 Finally, schemes to improve the TBWP of our pulse shaping system were studied.  
First, the use of a three-fiber system can improve pulse shaping quality and temporal 
resolution when arbitrary commercial SMF and DCF fibers are used in the pulse shaper.  
Lastly, 3OD compensation using EO phase modulation in our pulse shaper was also 
examined.  This could potentially improve the TBWP of our OAWG system at the cost of 







 In order to test our OAWG pulse shaping system and demonstrate an initial 
OAWG system, the setup shown in Figure 5.1 was designed.  The use of the EDFAs 
(erbium-doped fiber amplifier) in the design is to ensure the output waveform can be 
measured.  The placement of the EDFA after the DCF ensures that high peak powers and 
nonlinear amplification and SPM effects are avoided since the EDFA would be 
amplifying a broad and dispersed pulse instead of a narrow pulse of high peak power.  
The LiNbO3 modulator could either be an amplitude modulator or a phase modulator.  
The DCF fiber is of course used to perform pulse stretching and dispersion.  The DCF 
was chosen as the pulse shaper as opposed to an SMF fiber because of its ability to 
benefit from any present SPM nonlinearity due to high optical power.  If SMF was used 
as a pulse stretcher with a high power pulse, then the pulse would not disperse as much 
since the chromatic dispersion and SPM nonlinearity would be working against each 
other.  Pulse compression would be performed by two commercial SMF fibers to perform 
2OD and 3OD compensation.   
 In looking at the modulation, a 10Gb/s or 40Gb/s binary pattern generator can be 
used to drive the EO modulator as an initial demonstration of the OAWG system.  For 
more robust arbitrary waveform generation in the future, a high-speed electronic arbitrary 
waveform generator could be used to provide more complex modulation and hence more 
complicated output waveforms.  In order to synchronize the pattern generator with the 
incoming optical pulses, a phase-locked loop (PLL) with a local voltage-controlled 
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oscillator (VCO) would be needed to generate a trigger signal for the pattern generator.  
So, a photodetector converts a split copy of the amplified dispersed optical signal into an 
electrical signal.  A PLL circuit combined with a VCO generates a trigger signal for the 
pattern generator that is locked to this electrical signal, which has the same frequency as 
the laser repetition rate.  This allows for the pattern generator to provide an electrical 
signal pattern synchronized to the sequence of pulses propagating through the LiNbO3 
crystal.  Although the entire system has not been built yet, preliminary experiments are 



















 To provide the desired optical modulation using a pattern generator as a 
modulator driver, the pattern generator must be able to provide the desired pattern or 
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electrical signal to the EO modulator simultaneously with the arrival of a dispersed 
optical pulse.  It was assumed that a 10MHz signal locked to the repetition rate of the 
femtosecond laser was needed to trigger the pattern generator.  The pattern generator 
would then generate a 10Gb/s or 40Gb/s pattern locked to the 10MHz signal.  Since the 
repetition rate of the laser was assumed to be 49MHz, a phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit 
was designed to generate a 10MHz signal from a VCO locked to 49MHz. 
 For the PLL and VCO in our system, an Analog Devices AD9511 clock 
distribution IC evaluation board was used in conjunction with a Universal Microwave 
Corporation UMJ-559-D14 VCO.  A schematic for a general PLL with a VCO is shown 
in Figure 5.2.  The phase frequency detector and charge pump are responsible for 
generating an error signal dependent on the phase difference between the reference 
frequency, fRef, and the VCO frequency divided by N.  The loop filter converts this error 
signal into a voltage that alters the VCO frequency until the error signal is approximately 
zero.  This occurs when the VCO frequency is N times the reference frequency.[28]  The 
frequency of the VCO was limited between 75MHz and 85MHz, so a frequency divider 
on the AD9511 was used to divide the output VCO frequency by 8 to obtain a 10MHz 
clock signal.  The reference frequency was designed to be 500kHz, meaning that the 
value for N for the frequency divider in Figure 5.2 could be anywhere between 150 and 
170.  This required the initial on-chip frequency divider of the AD9511 to divide the 




















Figure 5.2: General schematic for a divide-by-n phase-locked loop.  The phase frequency detector, 
charge pump, and loop filter are responsible for generating the voltage that alters the frequency of 





 The loop filter used for the PLL circuit was designed with the help of Analog 
Devices ADIsimCLK evaluation software to minimize the timing jitter of the VCO 
output and the frequency divider (VCO frequency divided by 8) signal when locked to 
the reference frequency.  The loop filter is shown in Figure 5.3.  The RMS (root mean-
squared) timing jitter was simulated to be at most about 5ps.  This amount of timing jitter 
in the frequency output is acceptable since this is a small enough fraction of the bit period 






Figure 5.3: Loop filter used for PLL circuit. 
 
 
   
PLL Performance  
   The New Focus IR InGaAs Nanosecond Photodetector output of a pulse train 
from the IMRA Femtolite 780 femtosecond fiber laser was the input to the AD9511 
evaluation board.  The onboard input frequency divider was used to divide the frequency 
of the photodetector output by 98, and the output was provided as the reference frequency 
of the PLL.  The value of N was set to 160 so that the VCO frequency would be 80 MHz.  
A clock distribution section of the AD9511 chip was used to generate a 10MHz CMOS-
level output from the 80MHz VCO frequency.  A Tektronix 2440 Digital Oscilloscope 
was used to observe the photodetector output and the 10MHz CMOS output.  The outputs 
seemed to be phase-locked.  Using the status pin of the AD9511, a lock detect signal was 
monitored to verify that the 10MHz signal was indeed locked to the detected 
femtosecond pulse train.  Unfortunately, the RMS timing jitter could not be measured as 
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a result of the limited bandwidth of the oscilloscope, but the signals appeared to be 
synchronized to less than 1ns of each other. 
 
Fiber propagation 
 The fibers chosen to be used in the OAWG system were EWBDK-DCF fiber, 
Corning SMF-28 fiber, and TrueWave RS SMF fiber.  Due to relatively high β3/β2 of the 
TrueWave RS fiber, 2OD and 3OD compensation should be relatively easy for any length 
of EWBDK-DCF fiber.  In order to compare simulation results and the modeling of the 
fiber characteristics with experimental results, an IMRA Femtolite 780 femtosecond fiber 
laser was used to propagate ~200fs 1555.6nm 304.3W peak power (5.95mW average 
power) soliton-like pulses through about 28.67m of Corning SMF-28 fiber.  Figure 5.4 
shows a comparison between the FROG (frequency-resolved optical gating) trace of the 
output using a Newport UPM15-100G Grenouille and a simulation output of the initial 
pulse (obtained by a FROG trace) after propagating through 28.67m of an SMF fiber (β2 
=  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 
1.313W-1/km).  The power was normalized so that the peak power for each pulse was 




































Figure 5.4: Comparison of FROG trace and simulation of initial pulse propagating through 28.67m 




 In order to test a miniature version of the pulse stretcher and pulse compressor 
that would be used in an actual OAWG system, both a 2-fiber and 3-fiber pulse 
expansion and compression setup was constructed.  Figure 5.5 shows the experimental 
setup.  In the 2-fiber setup, 4.3056m of EWBDK DCF and 30.5m of Corning SMF-28 
fiber were used.  There were two SMF splices on the ends of the DCF that were estimated 
to have a loss of 2.75dB each.  There were two SMF splices in the SMF that were 
estimated to have a loss of 0.28dB each.  The initial signal for this configuration had an 
estimated peak power of 302.6W.  In the 3-fiber setup, 4.3056m of EWBDK DCF, 
29.07m of Corning SMF-28 fiber, and 4.33m of TrueWave RS SMF fiber were used.  
Each fiber had two SMF splices that were estimated to cause 2.7dB loss each for the 
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DCF, 0.58dB loss each for the TrueWave fiber, and 0.27dB loss each for the Corning 

































 Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the comparison between the FROG traces and 
simulation outputs for the two- and three-fiber setups.  The fiber characteristics that were 
used in simulation were β2 = 152.9479 ps2/km, β3 = -0.9533 ps3/km, β4 = 2.515e-3 
ps4/km, α = 0.4286dB/km, γ = 5.212W-1/km for the DCF, β2 =  -21.6321ps2/km, β3 = 
0.1284 ps3/km, β4 = -3.6068e-4 ps4/km, α = 0.22dB/km, γ = 1.313W-1/km for the Corning 
SMF-28 fiber, and β2 = -5.7355 ps2/km, β3 = 0.0809 ps3/km, β4 = -2.4286e-4 ps4/km, α = 
0.22dB/km, γ = 2.445W-1/km for the TrueWave RS SMF fiber.  Figure 5.8 compares the 
initial pulse and outputs from the two- and three-fiber configurations.  Figures 5.6 and 5.7 
demonstrate that pulse recompression was performed very well and even to less than the 
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original pulsewidth.  This is probably due to SPM effects and the nonzero chirp of the 
initial pulse.  Figure 5.8 shows that there is not too much difference in using the two- and 
three- fiber dispersion compensation systems.  This is because over such a small length, 
the residual 3OD can be just about negligible, and the ratios of β2 to β3 are not too much 
different in the EWBDK DCF and Corning SMF-28 fibers. 
 



























Figure 5.6: Comparison of the simulation and FROG measurement of the output of a two-fiber 












































Figure 5.7: Comparison of the simulation and FROG measurement of the output of a three-fiber 










































Figure 5.8: Comparison of the FROG traces of the initial signal and the outputs of a two- and three-




APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Introduction 
 Optical arbitrary waveform generation using dispersive silica fibers has now been 
looked at from a theoretical standpoint and studied in simulation.  Although an actual 
OAWG system is not demonstrated here, the simulation and preliminary experiments 
provide some initial results that can be looked at to evaluate this OAWG system.  In this 
chapter, possible applications that can benefit from this particular OAWG system are 
described, and finally, the benefits, disadvantages, and future improvements of this 
OAWG system are discussed. 
 
Applications 
 As mentioned before, the presented optical arbitrary waveform generation 
(OAWG) system has the properties of being fiber-compatible, constructed with 
commercially available telecommunications components, and capable of high waveform 
refresh rates.  These properties suggest that this method of OAWG would be very useful 
in optical communications applications, although this OAWG system could be 
conceivably considered for any pulse shaping application.  Some of these applications are 
described below. 
Spectral analysis of microwave signals 
 The ability to analyze the spectrum of microwave signals with very high spectral 
resolution can be very beneficial to radar/lidar, imaging, and detection applications.  
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Using a microwave signal as the input to a modulator for our OAWG system, the output 
shaped pulse is the approximate spectrum or an indication of the spectrum of the 
microwave signal.  Provided that the TBWP of the OAWG system is large, then this 
arrangement can resolve very fine spectral features of the microwave signal.  This is 
explained in more detail by Saperstein et al.  However, the maximum frequency of the 
microwave signal that can be used in such a system is limited by the bandwidth of the EO 
modulator, which is currently less than 100GHz for a very good LiNbO3 modulator.  
Also, the TBWP for the OAWG system would need to be on the order of 1000 to 10000 
to provide excellent spectral resolution for such applications.[29]  For our system, this 
would require very long lengths of fiber due to limited modulation bandwidth and an 
effective way to negate the effects of higher-order dispersion on the system TBWP.  
However, if high TBWPs can be achieved, microwave spectral analysis with excellent 
resolution would be able to be performed in real time at the repetition rate of the optical 
pulse train. 
Optical time-division multiplexing 
 Considering that sinusoidal amplitude modulation of a broadened pulse can 
produce a pair of satellite pulses in the shaped output waveform whose time shift is 
dependent on the modulation frequency, a time-division multiplexing (TDM) or time-
division multiple access (TDMA) scheme can be envisioned where users are assigned a 
time slot that corresponds to a particular sinusoid frequency.  If a bit is to be transmitted 
during a particular time slot, then a sinusoidal signal with the corresponding frequency 
can be applied to the modulator to generate a satellite pulse during that time slot in the 
output waveform.  This is illustrated in Figure 6.1.  As a result, if a variety of frequencies 
are used that can be coupled into the EO modulator, then the number of frequencies 
multiplied by the laser repetition rate gives an estimate of the effective data rate of the 
system.  However, the number of usable frequencies depends on the pulse shaping 
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complexity and TBWP of the system, and the TBWP can be degraded due to the 
broadening of satellite pulses (a consequence of 3OD) in time slots further deviated from 
the center time slot.  Also, the utilized frequencies must be far enough from each other so 
that their corresponding satellite pulses can be resolved from each other. 
 The limitation on the number of frequencies that can be used to generate satellite 
pulses can also be due to a nonideal modulator switching ratio, the wavelength-
dependence of Vπ, and the fact that EO amplitude modulation with a sinusoid of 
significant power can generate additional unwanted satellite pulses as a result of the 
nature of EO amplitude modulation.  These factors have increasingly detrimental effects 
in this scheme if more sinusoids are used because these sinusoids can produce additional 
energy into other time slots.  The modulation bandwidth also places a limit on the 
maximum frequency that can be used for a sinusoid.  The maximum temporal window or 
the pulsewidth of the broadened optical pulse before the modulator places a limit on the 
minimum frequency that can be used.  Finally, in order to keep the total applied voltage 
to the EO modulator to within reasonable levels, either the voltage levels for each 
sinusoid need or the number of sinusoids needs to be kept reasonably small.  Using 
sinusoids with lower power means that the satellite pulses would have lower power, and 
this can have a significant effect on the ability to detect the desired signal. 
 In a multiple access environment, access to a particular slot can be achieved 
conventionally by the use of an appropriately delayed clock.  A TDMA scheme allows 
for flexibility in increasing the TBWP of the system because users with time slots farther 
away from the center time slot can use additional fiber to counteract the broadening of 
the satellite pulse in receiving the data if its time slot is fixed.  A similar scheme is 
described by Saperstein et al. as a solution to the broadening of satellite pulses.[12]  In a 
situation where the TDM signal is to be propagated over a long length of fiber, then 
decoding the received signal for a particular user can be as simple as providing the 
correct bandpass filter without the need for dispersion compensation.  This is because 
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propagation over a long length of fiber (provided that it has the same polarity of 2OD as 
the original pulse stretcher) would perform an approximate Fourier transform of the TDM 
signal, and the output would be broadened pulses containing frequency components 
depending on the sinusoidal signals modulated onto the original optical spectrum.  Such a 
simple TDM configuration can have the potential of providing a large number of users 

















Figure 6.1: Illustration of optical TDM using fiber OAWG system.  The time delay, ti, corresponds to 





 Since Fourier-based pulse shaping techniques rely on spectral modulation, it is 
natural to consider these types of pulse shapers as a form of a WDM (wavelength-
division multiplexing) filter.  So a number of pulse shaper configurations have been 
looked at to determine their capabilities for WDM.  WDM allows for multiple signals to 
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share a common medium since each signal has a different wavelength, and access to a 
particular signal requires the appropriate wavelength filter or a device that selects its 
specific wavelength.  Most currently used WDM systems use multiple sources and 
modulators to provide data signals of different wavelengths.  A cost-effective way to 
perform WDM is to use a femtosecond laser with a broad spectrum and directly modulate 
the spectrum serially with a single modulator using TDSS.  This is referred to as chirped 
pulse WDM (CPWDM).[11]  An illustration of the operation of CPWDM is shown in 
Figure 6.2.  This has been studied with the use of chirped FBGs as well as with a 
















Figure 6.2: Schematic of CPWDM showing on/off temporal modulation on a dispersed chirped pulse 
is equivalent to wavelength demultiplexing. 
 
  
 In a paper presented by Boivin et al., a dispersive SMF fiber was used to disperse 
an initial 100fs optical signal to ~20.7ns pulsewidth, and a pattern generator was used to 
drive an electro-absorption modulator with a 9.94Gb/s binary pattern to modulate the 
dispersed optical pulse.  This binary modulation effectively separated the initial pulse 
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spectrum into 206 channels and modulated different parts of the spectrum with bits at the 
data rate equal to the repetition rate of the femtosecond laser, which was 36.7MHz.  
Essentially, the binary pattern for a given optical pulse determined the wavelengths that 
received a one-bit (or were passed) and those that received a zero-bit.  This demonstrated 
the capability of using fiber dispersion and serial modulation to provide optical signals at 
different wavelengths with the use of only one source and one modulator.  A passive 
wavelength splitter could be used to separate the different optical signals.  This same idea 
could be applied to use WDM in our system, the only difference being that our system 
would use an EO modulator and recompress the spectrally modulated signal using a 
medium with the opposite dispersion.  Wavelength selection could then be performed 
using a WDM filter or wavelength splitter or even possibly another fiber pulse shaper.  In 
using another OAWG system as a WDM filter, binary amplitude modulation that 
attenuates all but a small duration of the dispersed optical signal can be used as a 
narrowband filter of a WDM system. 
 A disadvantage of using this system as a WDM source or filter is that amplitude 
modulation is required and can reduce the measured power of the output.  This is not too 
much of a problem since a good amount power is not needed to detect the signal for a 
particular wavelength, and an EDFA can be used to amplify the chirped pulse, which can 
reduce amplified noise and the possibility of nonlinear effects.  The main disadvantage of 
this technique is that since a long length of fiber is used for significant dispersion, 
temperature variations can slightly alter the dispersion characteristics but noticeably 
affect the total fiber dispersion.  The temporal location of the dispersed wavelengths can 
change as a result, and a particular set of bits that were designed for a particular 
wavelength would instead correspond to and send bits to the incorrect wavelength.  Also, 
the number of wavelength channels depends on the length of the dispersive fiber. 
Code-division multiple access 
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 Optical Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) has been studied extensively 
since the development of Fourier-based pulse shaping techniques.  This can be useful for 
short distance and local area network applications.  CDMA is another optical 
communications scheme that can allow multiple users to communicate with each other 
over a common medium with minimal interference.  In optical CDMA, spectral phase 
coding is used to shape the initial high peak-powered pulse into a low-powered 
pseudonoise burst.  This signal can then be transmitted to a CDMA receiver that uses a 
pulse shaper arrangement to perform spectral phase coding again.  If the spectral phase 
code used by the CDMA receiver is the conjugate of that used by the transmitter, then the 
output signal of the pulse shaper is the initial high peak-powered pulse since spectral 
phase modulation is approximately lossless.  However, if the spectral code is significantly 
different from this conjugate phase code, then a pseudonoise burst is received.     
 If multiple CDMA receivers and transmitters are used over a fiber-optic medium, 
then minimally interfering codes can be assigned to each receiver and transmitter so that 
a particular transmitter can communicate with a particular receiver over the shared 
medium if it shares the same code without being significantly affected by other 
transmitted signals.  The other transmitted signals will appear to be pseudonoise bursts.[5]  
Then by using a nonlinear thresholder, a receiver can discriminate between a high peak-
powered pulse from its matched transmitter and pseudonoise bursts from other 
transmitters.  
 Periodic repetitions of maximal length sequences[13] or Hadamard-Walsh codes[32] 
are examples of methods to obtain minimally interfering spectral codes for a CDMA 
system.  Various optical CDMA testbeds[31], [32] have been constructed using the 
diffraction grating-based pulse shaper that have demonstrated the ability to use CDMA in 
a single user and multi-user environment to increase overall data transmission.  Our fiber 
OAWG system could also be used for CDMA, where the modulator can perform the 
spectral coding and decoding.  A possible implementation is given in Figure 6.3.  Since 
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the broadening of satellite pulses does not affect the ability of a CDMA receiver to 
decode a transmitted encoded signal correctly, the potential length of the spectral code is 
dependent only on the total 2OD of the fiber media, the modulation bandwidth or speed, 


























Figure 6.3: (a) Schematic of a CDMA transmitter that generates a pseudonoise burst as an output 
signal from a femtosecond pulse. (b) Schematic of a CDMA receiver that reproduces the initial 






 This fact could mean that a pulse shaper employing chromatic dispersion in fibers 
can potentially achieve very long CDMA codewords with a large minimum distance, 
provided that the pulse repetition rate is low.  If shorter codewords are acceptable for 
higher pulse repetition rate, then a fiber OAWG has the advantage of being able to 
refresh the spectral code from pulse to pulse.  However, the number of users in this 
system is limited by the receiver's ability to discriminate between the sum of all low 
intensity pseudonoise bursts generated by almost all of the users and the sole correctly 
decoded high intensity pulse.  The potential problems of using our OAWG system for 
CDMA are ensuring that the spectral phase code provided by the electronic pattern 
generator is locked to the arrival of the dispersed optical pulse at the EO modulator and 
the dependence of the code length on the fiber length.  However, fiber compatibility, the 
ability to produce long spectral phase codes, and the ability to have a high waveform 




Adaptive pulse shaping 
 A commonly proposed technique to improve any OAWG system is to employ a 
computer-controlled closed-loop feedback scheme to perform adaptive pulse shaping and 
find the optimum parameters to match the output waveform as closely as possible to the 
target waveform.[5], [15]  In quantum and molecular control applications that demand 
adaptive pulse shaping, a computer algorithm can be used to find the optimum parameters 
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to yield the desired quantum or molecular reaction instead of trying to determine a 
particular desired waveform.[10]   Adaptive pulse shaping could be used to improve the 
ability of our pulse shaping technique to perform OAWG in a setting where excellent 
shaping fidelity is much more important than waveform refresh rate.  Feedback control of 
the electronic waveform driving the EO modulator could be a valuable tool in providing 
well-shaped waveforms for our OAWG system as well as finding an optimal modulation 
signal that can overcome the degradation of TBWP due to 3OD effects to generate 
complicated output waveforms.   
Overcoming present limitations 
 Currently, the limiting factors of our OAWG system demonstrated by simulation 
and theory are modulation bandwidth, finite on-off ratio, variation in Vπ for an EO 
modulator, higher-order fiber dispersion, and long lengths of fiber needed to provide a 
large temporal window for modulation and high TBWP.  The modulation bandwidth can 
be improved by the development of faster electronic modulator drivers and by increasing 
the bandwidth of the EO crystal.  Since this has been consistently an active area of 
research, faster devices will probably be available in the near future.  The on-off ratio and 
modulator Vπ are again properties of the EO modulator.  Depending on the pulse shaping 
needed, it would be extremely beneficial to use EO modulators that have on-off ratios 
and Vπ characteristics as close to ideal as possible.  As for the limitations due to the 
dispersive characteristics of fiber including the necessity to use longer lengths of fiber, 
chirped FBGs is an alternative that can provide high 2OD with very low higher-order 
dispersion over short fiber lengths.  However, these devices are very temperature-
sensitive and rely on reflective and polarization effects that can affect the quality of the 
overall pulse shaping system.  Using commercial fibers, specially designed fibers, or 
FBGs represents a tradeoff between commercial availability and cost and desirable 
dispersive properties.   
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 Schemes can be implemented to overcome the effect of higher-order dispersion in 
commercial fibers such as the use of multiple fibers of specified lengths and quadratic, 
cubic, and quartic phase modulation to perform higher-order dispersion compensation.  
These schemes may be useful in providing a simple all-fiber OAWG system capable of 
high TBWP and temporal resolution and compatibility with optical communications 
systems.  However, the disadvantages of these techniques must be realized such as the 
need for longer lengths of fiber, which can introduce higher loss and make our system 
more sensitive to higher-orders of dispersion.  Depending on the pulse shaping 
application, some techniques in overcoming the problem of higher-order dispersion are 
more beneficial than others. 
 
Conclusion 
 The concept of OAWG using chromatic dispersion in silica fibers was presented, 
and the pulse shaping capabilities was examined both in theory and in simulation.  The 
possible benefits of using this type of OAWG system is its ability to be constructed with 
standard telecommunications equipment, a simple modulation scheme, the possibility of 
increasing TBWP without a significant increase in size as in the case of spatial-domain 
techniques, compatibility with fiber-optic systems, and the possibility of updating shaped 
waveforms at a very high rate.  This makes this system very attractive to optical 
communications applications such as WDM, TDM, and CDMA.  The disadvantages are 
the need for synchronization of the spectral modulation with the arrival of the dispersed 
optical pulse, the dependence on TBWP on the length of fiber, and the limitation on the 
achievable TBWP due to 3OD effects.  The nonideal properties of a LiNbO3 EO 
modulator can also add other complications to using this technique for OAWG.   
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 With the use of spectral phase modulation and three or more fibers for dispersion 
compensation, the TBWP can be significantly improved.  Nonlinearity and SPM can also 
have a desirable effect for our system in increasing the number of addressable temporal 
pixels of the dispersed pulse.  Feedback control of the optical modulation can also be 
future enhancement to our OAWG system.  However, even with these modifications, 
very long lengths of fiber, very fast modulation schemes, or extremely ultrashort pulses 
would be needed in order to realize excellent TBWPs and pulse shaping complexities.  
Also, increasing the TBWP in this scheme would place a limit on the maximum 
waveform refresh rate.  In spite of these issues, an OAWG system using standard 
telecommunications fibers remains to be a promising solution in future high-speed and 







 In the benchmarking exercise shown in Figure A.1, the ability of the propagation 
program code to simulate the dispersion of a 14.14ps (half-width 1/e intensity point) 
Gaussian pulse over dispersal lengths, LD, of 2LD and 4LD in the absence of nonlinearity 
and fiber loss was examined and compared with the analytical result from Equation 3.10.    
Since the effect of β3 is usually negligible over these distances, the program code was run 
with the β3 (but without β4) of an SMF fiber (β2 = -21.6321 ps2/km; β3 = 0.1282ps3/km; β4 
= 0 ps4/km; λ0 = 1550 nm).  As can be seen in Figure A.1, the dispersed pulse given by 
the program code matches perfectly that predicted by the analytical formula even with the 
use of nonzero β3. 
 In this simulation shown in Figure A.2, a 14.14ps Gaussian pulse was dispersed 
over a distance of 5LD' (where LD' = T0
3/β3) of a specified SMF fiber (β2 = 0; β3 = 0.1282 
ps3/km; β4 = 0 ps4/km; λ0 = 1550 nm) in the absence of loss and nonlinearity.  For the 
case of a 14.14ps, this corresponds to a length of 110, 313 km.  This plot was compared 
to a known plot of the same parameters.  Although it is not shown here, the simulated 
output shown in Figure A.2 is in complete agreement with the benchmarked plot shown 



























z/LD = 0 (simulation)
z/LD = 2 (simulation)
z/LD = 4 (simulation)
z/LD = 0 (predicted)
z/LD = 2 (predicted)
z/LD = 4 (predicted)
 
Figure A.1: Simulation showing the dispersion of a 14.14ps Gaussian pulse after propagating various 
























Figure A.2: Simulation showing the dispersion of a 14.14ps Gaussian pulse after propagating five 





 Figure A.3 shows a comparison of the spectrum obtained by a using the Fourier 
split-step technique to simulate a 14.14ps 1550nm 1W peak power Gaussian pulse 
propagating through 10km of a nonlinear optical fiber (α = 0.22dB/km; γ = 2.1018W-
1/km, λ0 = 1550 nm) with no chromatic dispersion.  Assuming the delayed nonlinear and 
Raman response to be negligible (which is usually a very safe assumption), the expected 
Gaussian pulse spectrum is given by the formulas in Equation A.1 below.[19]  In Equation 
A.1, z is the propagation distance, t is the retarded time propagating through the fiber at 
the group velocity of the optical signal, and A(z, t) is the slowly-varying complex pulse 
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Figure A.3: Frequency spectrum of the output after propagating a 14.14ps 1W Gaussian pulse 
through 10km of dispersionless nonlinear fiber.  The y-axis has arbitrary units. 
 
 
 Figure A.4 shows the agreement between the predicted and simulation maximum 
phase shifts of a pulse going through a nonlinear non-dispersive SMF fiber (α = 
0.22dB/km, γ = 2.1018W-1/km, λ0 = 1550 nm) using the split-step Fourier technique.  The 
pulse that was used was a 1W peak power 14.14ps Gaussian pulse.  Equation A.2 gives 
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the predicted maximum phase shift.  In Equation A.2, P0 is the peak power of the pulse, 
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Figure A.4: Maximum phase shift versus the propagation distance of a 14.14ps 1W Gaussian pulse in 




 In the above benchmark exercises, the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE – 
Equation 3.1), instead of the more general propagation equation (Equation 3.2), acted as 
the basic underlying formula that governed the behavior of the output pulses and the 
 121 
corresponding simulations.  In almost all practical situations where the pulsewidth is 
above 30 to 50fs, the NLSE is an excellent approximation of the propagation equation.  
In the following simulations, the more generalized propagation equation including the 
self-steepening and intrapulse Raman scattering terms (delayed nonlinear response) was 
studied, and the code incorporating these nonlinear effects into the split-step Fourier 































Figure A.5: Generation of an optical shock due to propagation of 1W 82.23fs 1550nm Gaussian pulse 





 Figure A.5 shows a plot of an initial 1W peak power 82.23fs Gaussian pulse and 
the simulated (using the split-step Fourier technique) and predicted output pulses after 
propagation through 15.748km of lossless dispersionless fiber (γ = 1.27W-1/km, λ0 = 
1550 nm, fR = 0).  In this simulation, a delayed nonlinear response was assumed, and as a 
result, an optical shock front can be seen in the output.  The theoretical output pulse can 




































  (A.3) 
 
The output intensity is given by the following relations (Equation A.4).  As shown in 

































  (A.4) 
 
 
Combined nonlinearity and dispersion benchmarks 
 In Figure A.6, a 251.903kW 82.23fs Gaussian pulse was dispersed through 
125.03mm of lossless DCF fiber (β2 = 21.6321 ps2/km, γ = 1.27W-1/km, λ0 = 1550 nm, fR 
= 0) with no higher-order dispersion using the split-step Fourier technique.  Again, a 
 123 
delayed nonlinear response was assumed as in the propagation equation (3.2).  As a result 
of the dispersive medium, the effect of the optical shock is not as severe as the one shown 
in Figure A.5.  This output was shown to be in good agreement with the benchmarked 
plot (not shown here) in Agarwal.[19] 
 
 


















Figure A.6: Generation of an optical shock due to propagation of 251.903kW 82.23fs 1550nm 




 In order to benchmark the operation of β4 in the split-step code, the ability to 
propagate a soliton in a nonlinear lossless dispersive medium (β2 = -21.6321 ps2/km; β3 = 
 124 
0 ps3/km; β4 = -3.6068 ps4/km; α = 0dB/km; γ = 1.2W-1/km λ0 = 1550 nm) in the absence 
of third-order dispersion was tested.  In such a case, a stable soliton, whose intensity 
parameters are given in Equation A.5, is able to propagate.[33]  The result after 
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